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Please Note: Pre-Auction Bidding closes at 5:00 (CST). In our 437th catalog we announced, starting with our February 2019 auction we would no
longer be printing a catalog. Due to numerous reasons we will not bore you with, we pushed the change up to this auction. Rasdale Stamp Company,
founded in 1932, the oldest family operated stamp auction house in the United States will be the first to us an all digital platform. We encourage you
to use our website to bid by using the pre-auction bidding process. This feature will close on November 16, 2018 at 5:00 pm (CST). Then on Saturday, November 17th, and Sunday November 18th you are welcome to participate in the “Rasdale Live Auction” feature. “Rasdale Live Auction” is a
dynamic element which you will be able to bid while the auction is taking place. You, other Internet bidders, and floor bidders will be able to compete
on a single platform to buy lots we are offering. PLEASE NOTE; you can bid in either or both aspects of the auction. All you need to do is register
to bid prior to the auction. It is strongly recommended you register as early as possible as last minute registration cannot be guaranteed. For more
information and a 10 minute tutorial on how to use these features, please contact Kim at 630.794.9900. We freely admit this change will have an immediate impact on a segment of our customers. To those customers we offer two ideas. First, contact a family member, friend, anybody you know with
access to a computer, laptop, tablet or smart phone. Second, go to your local library and use the computer lab there. Most libraries today offer a myriad
of services and most are free. The time needed to search, copy, print both the lot description and bid sheet takes just a few minutes. You can then send
a copy of your bid sheet by mail.

Pre-Auction Bidding: Bids will be accepted by mail, fax, e-mail, or phone until 5:00 p.m., (CST) Friday, November 16th.
Rasdale Live Auction Bidding: Rasdale Live Auction Bidding takes place at 9:00 a.m. (CST) on Saturday, November 17th for Session
One and Sunday November 18th for Session Two. Phone bidding is not available.
Opening Bids: Opening bids will be posted on our website, www.RasdaleStamps.com and updated until Friday November 16th.
Viewing of Lots: Lots will be available for viewing in our auction gallery at 35 Chestnut Ave. as follows;
Saturday November 10th, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.; Monday-Friday November 12-16th; 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
The office will close from 12:00pm to 12:45pm (CST) everyday for lunch.
Questions Concerning Lots: If you have any questions regarding further information of any lot, please contact our office no sooner
than November 5th but no later than November 14th and we will be pleased to assist you. Requests for additional scans on any lots are
respectfully declined.
Auction Location: Rasdale Auction Gallery 37 Chestnut Ave. Westmont, IL 60559
FIRST SESSION INDEX
Saturday November 17, 2018 9:00 a.m. (CDT)
Supplies and Literature...............................................................................................................................................Lots 1-8
Coins and Currency...................................................................................................................................................Lots 9-61
Postage...............................................................................................................................................Lots 62-93
Miscellaneous Collectables...................................................................................................................................Lots 94-123
Picture Postcards.................................................................................................................................................Lots 124-131
United States Collections, Accumulations, Stocks.................................................................................................Lots 132-179
United States Areas and United Nations Collections, Accumulations, Stocks..........................................................Lots 180-192
United States and General Foreign Collections, Accumulations, Stocks.................................................................Lots 193-222
Topical and Cinderella Collections, Accumulations, Stocks...............................................................................Lots 223-241
General Foreign By Area Collections, Accumulations, Stocks...............................................................................Lots 242-257
General Foreign By Country Collections, Accumulations, Stocks..........................................................................Lots 258-379
General Foreign Collections, Accumulations, Stocks............................................................................................Lots 380-434
United States and General Foreign Cover Collections and Accumulations...............................................................Lots 435-510

DESCRIPTIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Extremely Fine: highest quality in all respects. Very Fine: significantly better than normal. Fine: Perforations clear of design on 20th Century issues
but may cut slightly on 19th Century issues. Fair: off centered or lacking freshness. All defects specifically mentioned. Except where noted otherwise,
the values listed are the most recent Scott Catalog values. The “nh” premiums have been used, also the values listed for stamps without gum. Note
that accumulations of mixed condition can be expected to contain some items without gum and or faults.
() Unused without gum or regum when stated  o.g.  o.g., n.h. S.B. Suggested Bid
 Used  Block  Cover
 Literature $ Coins or Currency
P Proof E Essay SP Specimen hr. Hinge remnant sp. Short Perf
SE Straight edge B/S Backstamp M/S Matched set pmog pencil mark on gum w/ With w/o Without

Bidding Intervals
Bids
up to $50.00
$50.00 to $100.00
$100.00 to $300.00
$300.00 to $500.00

Increase
$2.00
$5.00
$10.00
$25.00

Bids
$500.00 to $1500.00
$1500.00 to $3000.00
$3000.00 to $5000.00
$5000.00 and above

Increase
$50.00
$100.00
$250.00
$500.00

Auction Agent:
Charles Cwiakala
1527 S. Fairview Ave. Park Ridge, IL 60068
Phone/Fax: 847-823-8747
e-mail CECwiakala@aol.com
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RASDALE STAMP COMPANY CONDITIONS OF SALE
Placing of any bid shall constitute full understanding and acceptance of all of the following conditions of sale:
All bids are per lot, as numbered in the catalogue. Bids may be submitted by mail, fax, phone, email, in person, or by an agent selected
by the buyer. Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale, to divide any lot or to group two or more lots
together into a new lot.
All bids are handled competitively and confidentially. Lots purchased for the highest bidder at a slight advance over the second highest
bid. Should any dispute arise between bidders, the decision of Rasdale Stamp Company as to the successful bidder; or the re-offering or
resale of the lot under dispute shall rest solely in the judgment of Rasdale Stamp Company. Rasdale Stamp Company shall regulate the
bidding and reserves the right to refuse any bid which Rasdale Stamp Company, in its sole discretion, believes to be made in bad faith.
“Buy” bids are only accepted with the understanding and acquiescence that Rasdale Stamp Company’s discretion is absolute. Any Buyer
who fails to accept these conditions shall have its bid declared null, void and of no effect.
Any party wishing to limit its purchases to a specified amount must indicate the desired total on the bidsheet. Amounts less than $200.00
are respectfully declined.
Successful bidders who: (i) are not prequalified, with references acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company; (ii) who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company; or, (iii) whose account is in arrears shall make payment in full prior to delivery of the lots by Rasdale
Stamp Company. Mail bidders who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company will be timely notified of the amount of their
purchases. Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right in its sole and absolute discretion to demand cash or cash equivalent at the time a
lot is knocked down to any bidder who has not previously established credit with Rasdale Stamp Company, or whose account is currently
in arrears. In the event any buyer refuses to pay cash for any lot at the time it is knocked down to him, Rasdale Stamp Company reserves
the right to re-offer the lot immediately for sale to the highest bidder.
If the lot(s) have not been paid within 21 days from the date of mailing of notice of the awarding of sale, then said lot sales may be declared in default; resold; and, any losses arising from such resale shall be charged to the party in default.
Auction floor Buyers; or their Agents bidding on the Auction floor, must pick up the lots within 7 calendar days of the auction.
All shipping costs will be charged to the buyer and will be shipped by a method requiring a signature upon delivery. Domestic shipments
will be made by certified mail, registered mail or UPS ground. Buyers of large lots without street addresses will be charged an additional
$5.00 per box handling fee. International shipments will be made by registered mail (for total value of up to $400), USPS Express Mail (for
total value of $401 to $2,500), or UPS services for shipments in excess of $2,500.00. International buyers are responsible for any customs
or brokerage fees as well as any taxes (i.e., VAT, PST/GST). Any questions regarding shipping or costs must be addressed prior to bidding.
A late charge of 2% per month will be charged to all past due accounts of over 30 days from the invoice date. All attorneys fees, court
costs, and other collection costs incurred by Rasdale Stamp Company in respect to overdue accounts will be payable by the buyer. All
parties agree that the laws of Illinois shall govern all transactions, with venue and jurisdiction residing in the courts of DuPage County,
Illinois for any suit initiated by or against Rasdale Stamp Company by reason of any auction. The laws of Illinois shall prevail over all
matters and not as a venue for Conflict of Laws to or for any other state. All auction offers shall be offers advanced solely for execution in
the State of Illinois. The provision for late charges shall be void in any state where this provision is unlawful.
A 16% premium will be added to the Hammer Price as part of the total purchase price. Checks drawn on foreign banks are not accepted.
Illinois sales tax of 7.50% will be collected on the total purchase price of all Illinois residents unless the buyer has a Certificate of Resale
on file with Rasdale Stamp Company. All customs and or duties are the responsibility of the buyer.
All lots are sold as genuine. Lots accompanied by a valid Expert Certificate issued within 5 years prior to the auction date shall not be
subject to re-certification.
The following conditions apply to requests for Expertization:
The lot must be paid for in full including 16% premium and forwarding costs, if any;
The lot must be submitted by Rasdale Stamp Company or the bidder to an Expertizing Committee acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days of the date of sale;
If submitted to the Expertizing Committee by the successful bidder, a copy of the application form shall be simultaneously forwarded to
Rasdale Stamp Company;
Lots containing more than one stamp may not be placed on extention.
If the Expertizing review is not completed and the results provided to Rasdale Stamp Company within 90 Calendar Days of the auction
date, then Buyer shall notify Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay prior to the expiration of the 90-day period. Since all lot sales are normally cleared within 90 days, if Buyer fails to inform Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay, then Rasdale Stamp Company may consider
the purchase final and distribute the sale proceeds to the Seller as a Buyer acceptance of the tendered lots. Absent timely notice and request
for additional time being received by Rasdale Stamp Company, in writing, prior to the 90 days clearance, this transaction may be deemed
closed and final by Rasdale Stamp Company with Seller acceptance without objection, and with waiver of default or any claim for refund
from the Buyer or Rasdale Stamp Company.
Expertization costs shall be incurred by the buyer. However, should an adverse opinion be rendered on Authentication, but not due to condition and or grading, then Rasdale Stamp Company will forward an immediate refund of: (i) the cost of the certificate, which shall not to
exceed $50.00; (ii) the full purchase price; and (iii) the commission, provided the lot is timely returned to Rasdale Stamp Company in the
same condition as when purchased.
No lot can be returned in any circumstance due to “grading” since it is highly subjective.
A lot, in which the description is incorrect, is returnable within 5 days of receipt and must be received by the Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days from the date of the auction. Provided, however, lots cannot be returned under the following conditions: 1) the lot contains
10 or more stamps; 2) there is mention of faults, defects, or “condition mixed” in the listing description; or, 3) the lot was inspected by
the buyer or the buyer’s authorized agent prior to bid or purchase. Lots described “as is” are not returnable under any circumstances. All
disputed lots must be returned intact, and in the condition received by the buyer. Collections, accumulations etc., are not returnable under
any circumstances.
Title shall not pass to the buyer until Rasdale Stamp Company has received full payment. Full payment is defined as cash or cash equivalent receipt of sale proceeds by Rasdale Stamp Company. Delays may accrue due to credit card fee transfers, check deposit subject to collection and the like. Receipt of a non-certified funds check shall not be construed as payment until funds are fully vested in Rasdale Stamp
Company.
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Useful new supply accumulation. Includes White Ace binder and slip case sets, loads of crystal mounts and a few mint sheet stock
books.
S.B. 200.00
Three heavy cartons of gently used and mint supplies from a long time closed South Side store. Highlights include: a full banker’s
box of a few hundred GPS Journals 1972-2000, a carton of empty pages and supplements, and a carton of mixed condition used coin
supplies. Over 100 pounds, so shipping is probably prohibitive; Call for a quote, but OFFICE PICK UP recommended.
S.B. 0.00
Six heavy cartons of gently used and mint supplies from a long time closed South Side store. Highlights include: empty, never
used, old time albums, cartons of empty pages and supplements, a terafoil with pages, unused but older Japan and other Scott Platinum
hingeless albums, and all the other supplies left over after lotting. Over 140 pounds, so shipping is probably prohibitive; Call for a
quote, but OFFICE PICK UP RECOMMENDED.
S.B. 0.00
Supplies and literature from a consignment in two cartons which are not totally filled to the brim. Useful selection.
S.B. 0.00
Supplies and literature from a large estate. Highlights include a group of two dozen hard and soft cover books: a set of “Album
Weeds” in lightly used condition, two autographed copies from Herman Schloss’s “Distinguishing Characteristics” series of 1951, and
a carton full of mainly blank, but as of yet unused “Lindner T” hingeless pages in mainly opened packs filling a small carton. Heavy,
but useful. Shipping costs may be prohibitive.
S.B. 0.00
Stamp and coin supplies in two cartons. Comprises a medium carton of mainly unopened Showgard mounts and the other carton
contains 2X2s miscellaneous foreign tourist change, promotional U.S. material plus miscellany. All have been stored in a basement.
S.B. 0.00
Several dozen reference books in three cartons they are all useful to varying degrees. They range from out of date catalogs to definitive works to classic collectable types to merely photocopies of important works. About 90% of them are pictured on our website.
S.B. 200.00
Three cartons of mainly United States literature weighting roughly 100 pounds. Comprises around 40 catalogs including Scott
Catalogs from the 1920s to 1930s, a set of five American Airmail Catalogs from 1974, a China Ma catalog from 1947 plus miscellany
A useful tool if you want to sharpen your historical knowledge.
S.B. 0.00
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Two United States “slab” $20 gold coins comprising of one 1877-S Liberty PCGS MS61 and one 1908 St. Gaudens No Motto NGC
MS64.
S.B. 0.00
Three United States “slab” $10 Indian gold coins consisting of one each 1907 No Motto PCGS MS64, 1908 Motto NGC MS63, and
1926 NGC MS63.
S.B. 0.00
United States 2009 Ultra High Relief Double Eagle Gold Business Strike One Ounce Gold Coin in its original US Mint Box and
COA.
S.B. 0.00
Three United States 1908 “slab” gold coins consisting of one 2 1/2 Indian NGC MS63 and two $5.00 Indian PCGS MS63 and NGC
MS63.
S.B. 0.00
Canada 1 oz. 1983 Gold Maple Leaf.
S.B. 0.00
S.B. 0.00
Canada 1987 Calgary Olympics $100 Dollar 14K Gold Proof coin its original RCM box and COA.
Eighteen United States 1 oz. Silver Proof Eagles from 1986-2001, 2011 all in their original US Mint holders, boxes and COAs.
S.B. 0.00
United States coin selection in two cartons. Comprises seven Prestige set from 1986 to 1997, eight Atlanta 1996 Olympics Proof
silver dollars in their original box, eleven Silver proof sets from 1993 to 1998, sixteen Silver Proof sets from 2001 to 2011, fifteen
Silver Quarter sets from 2004 to 2011, twelve proof sets from 2002-2011, sixteen mint sets from 1999 to 2011, and twenty non-silver
quarters sets from 1999 to 2010. Also contains four Brown Ikes, six Blue Ikes, two Washington 1982 silver halves, and three each three
piece 1976 proof and uncirculated Bicentennial sets plus miscellany. Also includes fourteen Whitman folders from Lincoln Cents to
Washington quarters containing common coins plus some silver coins.
S.B. 0.00
39 all different Spirit of 76 480 grains .999 silver one-ounce bars from 1973 to 1979 in FDCs in original album. Unusual to find a
complete set still intact after all these years.
S.B. 0.00
United States six Prestige Sets consisting of two each from 1995, 1996, and 1997 (last year of issue) in their original mint boxes having
COAs. Also entails one each 1989 Congressional, 1991 Mt. Rushmore two coin proof sets and one 1996 National Community service
proof silver dollar.
S.B. 0.00
Phenomenal US Morgan Silver Dollar collection in three Whitman albums from 1878 to 1921. Comprises 92 coins ranging from
VF to uncirculated having many difficult to find mintmarks and conditions. Highlights include Carson City dollars from 1878-CC to
1885-CC, 1890-CC to 1892-CC, and also 1893, 1893-O, 1894, 1903-O. Only missing 1889-CC, 1893-CC, 1893-S, 1895, 1895-S and
1896-S. Viewing required to come up with coin grades and a comfortable number. Thoughtful consideration necessary.
S.B. 0.00
United States five Silver Proof Sets in their original mint boxes and COAs. Consists of three 1999 (first year of issue) and two
2001.
S.B. 0.00
United States sixteen Silver Proof Eagles from 1990 to 1998 in their original mint boxes having COAs. Includes two 1994.
S.B. 0.00
United States 107 Silver Dollars from 1880 to 1935. Condition runs from culls to average circulated condition. Viewing required to
come up with the right number.
S.B. 0.00
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Three United States America The Beautiful Five Ounce Silver Uncirculated coins all in their original US Mint holders, boxes and
COAs. Consists of one each 2010 Grand Canyon, 2010 Mount Hood, and 2011 Gettysburg.
S.B. 0.00
Canada coin selection in one carton. Entails complete 28 Olympic 1976 uncirculated sterling silver set in its original RCM holder
and a complete 10 coin 1988 Calgary Olympic Proof silver set in its original RCM box and COAs. Also includes three double sets from
1981 to 1986, eight proof-like and uncirculated 50% silver dollars in their original holders as well as miscellaneous RCM nonsilver
S.B. 0.00
single coin or sets and four from Australia.
United States and coin and currency selection. Comprises $85 face 1935 silver certificates and seven 1953 to 1963 $5.00 silver
certificates and United States notes all in circulated condition. Also includes three common circulated Peace silver dollars, two circulated 1853 Arrows and Rays half dollars, 1926 Oregon Trail hald dollar, two Canada 1958 Totem Pole silver dollars plus miscellany.
S.B. 0.00
(16) One Dollar 1862 Legal Tender Design 4. Very mild corner crease at lower left, still bright and fresh, appears almost uncirculated.
S.B. 0.00
(30) One Dollar 1880 Legal Tender/US Note. Several quarter folds; appears to be in extra fine condition.
S.B. 0.00
(36) One Dollar 1917 Legal Tender/US Note. Upper right top edge cut close. Seems to be in uncirculated condition.
S.B. 0.00
(40) One Dollar 1923 Legal Tender/US Note. Lower right minor corner crease. Appears to be in a nice almost uncirculated condition.
S.B. 0.00
This note was the last large size one dollar noted issued prior to the changeover to small size notes.
(52) Two Dollars 1880 Legal Tender/US Note. Bottom right by the edge cut close. Appears to be in nice uncirculated condition.
S.B. 0.00
(57) Two Dollars 1917 Legal Tender/US Note. Bottom edge right, spots. Seems to be in nice almost uncirculated condition.
S.B. 0.00
(64) Five Dollars 1869 Legal Tender/US Note. Lower right corner crease making this note appearing to be in nice almost uncirculated
condition.
S.B. 0.00
(91) Five Dollars 1907 Legal Tender/US Note. Lower left corner crease making this note seeming to be in almost uncirculated condition.
S.B. 0.00
(119) Ten Dollars 1901 Legal Tender/US Note (Buffalo). Minor lower left corner problem, otherwise an out of sight note. Seem to
S.B. 0.00
be in uncirculated condition. Take a look at you will not see this note is this condition often.
(223) One Dollar 1891 Silver Certificate having Martha Washington. Several small wrinkles from age or storage does not distract
from this note which seems to be in uncirculated condition.
S.B. 0.00
(225) One Dollar 1896 Silver Certificate (Educational). Tiny glue spot on right obverse edge which does not distract from this note
S.B. 0.00
appearing to be still in uncirculated condition. A really phenomenal note.
(236) 4 One Dollar 1899 Silver Certificates (Eagle) having consecutive serial numbers probably from a cut sheet. All appear to be in
S.B. 0.00
uncirculated condition. An outstanding, unusual lot.
(237) Two One Dollar 1923 Silver Certificates. Both appear to be in very fine condition.
S.B. 0.00
(247) Two Dollars 1896 Silver Certificate (Educational). Appears to be in awesome uncirculated condition. A classic, outstanding
example worthy to be in any paper money collection.
S.B. 0.00
(281) Five Dollars 1899 Silver Certificate (Oncpapa). Several wrinkles from age or storage, otherwise this note seems to be in
S.B. 0.00
uncirculated condition. A splendid, classical note which would be a great addition to any collection.
(272) Five Dollars 1899 Silver Certificate (Oncpapa). Several minor folds, otherwise this note appears to be in extra fine condition.
An impressive note which would be a great addition to your collection.
S.B. 0.00
(282) Five Dollars 1923 Silver Certificate (Porthole). Angle cut bottom does not distract from its awesomeness. Appears to be in
S.B. 0.00
uncirculated condition. A remarkable note.
(351) One Dollar 1891 Treasury Note. Appears to be in uncirculated condition.
S.B. 0.00
(978) Twenty Dollars 1914 Federal Reserve Cleveland District Burke-Houston signatures. Seems to be in a nice almost uncirculated
condition.
S.B. 0.00
S.B. 0.00
(1186) Twenty Dollars 1906 Gold Certificate. A really super note which appears to be in uncirculated condition.
United States 1857 $5.00 The Bank of Clarendon at Fayetteville, North Carolina note. This note features a Vignette of Liberty and
Prosperity above the bank title. It is circulated condition.
S.B. 0.00
United States Note one dollar 1862 currency appearing to be in very good condition and a ten dollars Confederate 1864 currency in
circulated condition.
S.B. 0.00
United States Four small size currencies from 1929 to 1953. Consists of Ten Dollars 1929 Federal Reserve Bank Chicago National
Currency appears to be in almost uncirculated, Two Dollars 1953 US Note in uncirculated, and two 1935F One Dollar Silver Certificates,
both in uncirculated with one having an error.
S.B. 0.00
United States Eleven 1957A One Dollar Silver Certificates all in uncirculated condition. Eight have consecutive serial numbers.
S.B. 0.00
United States $20.00 National Currency 1929 Type I note from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. Note has a slight horizontal
crease near the middle by the portrait and name of the bank and thus appears to be almost uncirculated.
S.B. 0.00
United States Seventeen One Dollar Silver Certificates all in uncirculated condition. Consists of sixteen 1957B of which one is a
Star Note and one 1957.
S.B. 0.00
Two unissued Missouri Defense Bonds from the 1860s. Comprises 20 dollars which has been folded vertically several times and 100
dollars also folded several times but also has old mount remains on its reverse.
S.B. 0.00
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Worldwide currency and United States wooden nickel accumulation in one large carton from a long-closed South Side stamp store
Comprises hundreds and hundreds of banknotes roughly from1920 to the 1960s from Mexico, Japan, Philippines, Korea, etc. as well
as a nice selection German notgeld. Notes run from rags to uncirculated condition. Also entails an assortment of wooden nickels which
will be fun to sort.
S.B. 0.00
Several hundred common United States and worldwide currency from the 1920s to the 1990s from the Riga estate. Consists mainly
S.B. 0.00
of Austria, German notgeld, Latin America, and US as well as miscellaneous notes and tourist change.
Small selection of United States and worldwide currency. Includes two uncut sheets of four each $1.00 from 1981 and $2.00 bills
from 1976 both in their original folders and envelopes, circulated 1923 and 1928 one dollar silver certificates plus a small assortment
of foreign demonized currency.
S.B. 0.00
Twenty-three uniface notes for The Governor and Company for Canada’s First Bank. Appears to be sale person’s samples for
one to 100 shares seems to be both fronts and reverses with duplicates.
S.B. 0.00
Three France “Echantillon” samples notes of Honore de Balzac. Interesting.
S.B. 0.00
Germany notgeld emergency currency in two original albums. Roughly 2,000 notes appearing to have many complete sets and some
S.B. 1200.00
duplication. Difficult to find in today’s market an original holding. Do not miss out.
Israel and Palestine currency from 1929 to 1973 in a binder and slipcase. Around 70 notes having various denominations and with
some duplication appearing to be in circulated to uncirculated condition. About 90% are from Israel and 10% are from Palestine.
S.B. 0.00
Lot of eleven, ten being different postal currency notes. Includes Friedberg #’s 1230, 1232, 1237, 1242, 1271, 1255, 1257, 1258,
1226, 1226 x2, Condition varies, however much better than normally encountered.
S.B. 550.00
Six different fractional currency from three cents to fifty cents and six different Confederate currency fifty cents to twenty dollars all
entombed in two subscription books. Condition appears to run from circulated to uncirculated condition. Viewing is necessary to come
up with the right number.
S.B. 0.00
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A precious pretty pile of mint sheet. 1¢ to 44¢ with strength in 20¢ to 42¢ values. Commemoratives, definitive, airmails, etc.
Face 13,523.00
A compact holding of press sheets. Mostly 29¢ up to 42¢ with some duplication and margin separation issues. Also includes five
sheets of the 2000 Space souvenir sheets.
Face 5157.00
A solid sheet accumulation lot of 1¢ through 39¢ values.
Face 2250.00
A compact high value postage stash. Includes $3.00 to $13.65 values in sheet form.
Face 2062.00
(3205, 3307, 3392, 3535) Lot of 25 imperf complete sheets of ten of each, VF.
Catalog 2437.00
(3205, 3307, 3392, 3535) Lot of 15 imperf complete sheets of ten of each, VF.
Catalog 1462.00
(3205) Lot of 100 Imperf Tweety complete sheets of ten, VF.
Catalog 1250.00
(756-765) Full set of ungummed Farley National Parks sheets as issued. Margin imperfections wrinkles etc. to be expected. In
need of some TLC and to be proudly displayed.
S.B. 250.00
1941-1981 commemoratives and regular issues. Does include some dollar and higher regular issues.
S.B. 2400.00
2000-2006 commemoratives and regular issues plus a no name book thrown in for a bonus. Does include dollar and higher face value
items.
S.B. 3250.00
Airmails (C38//C132), Special Deliveries, Postage Dues, and Officials with the previous three not figured in the face count.
S.B. 1200.00
Topical orientation. Some higher values, especially in the Space realm.
S.B. 2300.00
1981-1990 commemoratives and regular issues. Does include some dollar regular issues.
S.B. 5000.00
1990-1995 commemoratives. Does include higher face value items.
S.B. 2100.00
1994-2000 commemoratives and regular issues. Does include dollar and higher face value items.
S.B. 1900.00
One man’s mint US collection of singles, blocks, mini sheets, full sheets, mint US postal stationery, and scrap 1945-2017. Our
estimate of face $5250.00 is probably close, as most of the stamps are mounted in 11 hingeless” Lindner T” homemade pages. Few if
any booklets as those two albums shown in the webphotos are empty. Little if any premium except for a representative sample of the
imperforate mint stamps now with sub number listing in Scotts. Along for the ride is his Christmas Seal collection 1940-2012 that has
much of the “better” material from this era. No used. Just postage for the most part. Clean. Continuable. Perfect for the collector who
has an exemplary pre 1945 collection and wants to bring it up to date.
Face 5250.00
A chubby mass of postage. Loaded with 32¢ to 37¢ sheets, 29¢ to 33¢ self-adhesive booklet panes, 40¢ to 80¢ airmail sheets, definitive’s
up to $5.00 and so much more in scrap or other forms. We did a loose count and came up with well over $11,000.00 face. Perfect lot
S.B. 3750.00
for the consumer of large quantities of postage for shipping.
Mainly useable postage types filling a large carton (42 pounds). Includes: singles, plate blocks, multiples and sheets in mixed condition. Paperclip damage, folds, bends, and other margin faults, are a small problem in around 15% of the lot which is mainly VF NH.
Ranges from 3 cents to 44 cents with most of the face in the 25-32 cent sheets. Many multiples. Stored in 3 sheet files, three small
boxes and loose in year sets, government packing, and floating loose. Our count of $3,100.00 is a rough, but pretty good estimate of
face, that might benefit from an exact count that may take several hours.
Face 3100.00
A concoction of postage scrap ready to be gorged upon.
Face 2654.00
A pleasing pile of postage. Packed with sheets, plate blocks, scrap, high values, etc. Also includes a fair number of bonus items such
as a batch of imperf Looney Tunes, a Legends error sheet, and a collection of PNC’s.
S.B. 1200.00
PAGE 5
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A stringy surly selection of coil strips selectively served.
Neat and tidy assembly of $4.60//$17.50 sheets and scrap.
A tiny box of the cute little self-adhesive booklets and booklet panes.
A tightly packed postage lot of mainly 8¢ to 32¢ booklets. Owner’s reliable count is over $1950 face.
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Collection/accumulation of what is essentially postage in various forms. Includes low values to high values, mint sets, loose, booklets, Federal Ducks, etc. Also included is a four volume block and singles collection of common stamps in Scott albums and a couple
hundred ordinary FDC’s thrown in for a bonus. Owner’s unverified face count is $3090.00
S.B. 750.00
Collection, accumulation of definitive blocks, plate blocks self adhesive booklet panes and coils. Mint from the presidential series
to mid-1990’s. Little bit of duplication and a few higher face value type scattered about. A solid face lot.
S.B. 750.00
A prickly pile of postage. Includes mostly ½¢ to 20¢ in sheets, plate blocks, singles, booklets, coils, and scrap. A real calculator crusher
for the courageous counter of this type of thing.
S.B. 500.00
United States postage house cleanout accumulation in two cartons. Runs basically from 3 cents to ten cents in sheets, plate blocks,
and scrap in shoe and cigar boxes, two sheet files, and loose. Searching might reveal values from 13 cents to 22 cents. Counting might
be rewarding.
S.B. 375.00
Old dealer’s stock of mainly plate blocks 1933-1960 and small booklets from the 1980s in over 700, 107 size cards overfilling
the remains of a red box. Jammed full as we brewed down two red boxes into one for easy shipping. Somewhere near $400.00 face.
Many former slight premium items that are now banished back into the face accumulations. Includes Farleys, Famous Americans,
Washington Bicentennials, etc. Good for stock or letter mailing. Might even fill some holes in a beginner’s plate block collection.
S.B. 250.00
Three heavy cartons of 1972, 1984//2003 year and commemorative sets in official packing. Duplication exists. A few packages were
hit with some humidity. However we checked and found no damage to the stamps.
S.B. 200.00
Great Britain postage selection from 1967 to 2015 in one carton. Nicely arranged by the collector comprising of five binders having
booklets, three binders of gutters, singles, and full sets, and a collection of Machins from 1967 to 1999 in a Scott Specially album. A
trusty calculator and a little patience will be rewarding for the diligent person. Have fun.
S.B. 750.00

93



A plethora of postage. You’ll have to count it because we didn’t.

Face 1750.00
Face 1639.00
Face 1464.00
S.B. 800.00

S.B. 200.00

MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTABLES
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1981 Prince Charles and Diana Royal Wedding memorabilia. Comprises ten different china pieces manufactured by various companies. Includes a 9” Wedgwood plate, an Arthur Wood crown shaped bank, Wedgwood royal blue hexagon-shaped bank, 7 ½” tall
Royal Grafton bell with wooden handle, St. George tankard, Mason 6’’ vase etc. Items have no chips or cracks. As found on display
in a British Royalty collector’s home who will now be downsizing a substantial collection. Would make great Christmas gifts for the
Royalty aficionado. Due to fragile nature of these items, Office Pick-Up Only.
S.B. 50.00
1981 Prince Charles and Diana Royal Wedding memorabilia. Consists of nine different candy, tea, and biscuit tins. Tins have no
scratches, dents, or rust as they were on display in a British Royalty collector who will now be downsizing a substantial collection.
Would make great Christmas gifts for the Royalty aficionado.
S.B. 50.00
Century of Progress 1933-1934 memorabilia. Encompasses nine mainly different items including a Donnelley Corporation like new
large 10” by 13” book in its original cardboard open seams holder, two small 4” blue bowls having original 1934 labels on their bottoms,
and a neat 6” high wooden beer mug. Also involves 9” wooden wall windmill plaque, a 4” vase having 1933 label, 10 ½” high wooden
hatchet, 11” neat hat, and a 3” high 1934 salt and pepper shakers. Would make great Christmas gifts for the Century of Progress colS.B. 150.00
lector. Due to fragile nature of some items, Office Pick-Up Only.
Four cartons of old wooden cigar boxes and tobacco tins which have been stored in a basement. Cigar boxes have proper patina for
their age with some having loose or fallen off lids and the cigar tins have severe rust. Useful for a decorator or for a man cave.
S.B. 0.00
Small group of around 200 different Zeppelin related cigarette cards, reprints, trade cards, and original photos. Condition varies.
No complete sets, but still useful for the air topicalist or illustrated Zeppelin collection.
S.B. 120.00
Breitling Aerospace Advantage wrist watch with all its original parts. Includes the expensive watch in its original case (worn twice),
certificate of authenticity, original tag, instruction booklet, and manufacturer’s box. Owner states in good running condition. AS IS AS
FOUND.
S.B. 1500.00
Atmos Classique perpetual motion clock. Not new, but in apparent excellent condition. Gilt brass mantle size. Locked for safety,
but the owner demonstrated that it worked when consigned. Beautiful, mid century design. Expensive to replace. Needs careful transportation, so OFFICE PICK UP ONLY. AS IS AS FOUND.
S.B. 450.00
Omega automatic Seamaster De Ville men’s self-winding wrist watch having it original band. Was given as a retirement gift in
1973 and appears to be 14K gold. Sold “as is” condition.
S.B. 0.00
Confederate states reprint pane of 400 printed what appears to be velum. Two cent deep green Calhoun. Without frame, but under
plastic. Shipping surcharge for oversize, so OFFICE PICKUP SUGGESTED.
S.B. 100.00
Over 125 TV and Movies previous used DVD’s, VHS Movies, and Music CDs in two cartons. Inventory list included and partially
scanned. Offered to tempt you.
S.B. 0.00
Interesting United States and worldwide ephemera assortment in a medium box from a long-closed South Side stamp store. Includes
S.B. 50.00
small Valentines, advertising, documents, and revenues. Needs an expert to come up with the right number
Two cartons of ephemera from a large cover dealer’s estate. Includes: Stock certificates, 19th Century trade cards, documents,
historical ledgers, Railroad paper paraphernalia and best around fifty unused Railroad stock certificates with wonderful vignettes. Only
roughly sorted out of a whole stock so in need of personal inspection.
S.B. 350.00
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Group of 13 Farley special printing sheets that includes: #756-765 National Parks, #754-755 Mothers of America and Wisconsin,
and #771 16 cent Special Delivery. All are framed under glass and ready for display. OFFICE PICK UP SUGGESTED. WILL
REQUIRE A SHIPPING SURCHARGE for size and glass content.
S.B. 300.00
Group of 2 original Farley sheets that includes #769-770 (or #750-751???). Both are framed under glass and ready for display. Each
souvenir sheet has been signed by James Farley. Leaves the #769 with 21 signatures (one Top Left has two), and #770 has 20. Seems
to show narrow spacing between panes of around 12.5mm. Beginning to wrinkle under the glass. Could it be like the original owner
suggested that these two were presented to a member of the government that knew his father BEFORE the special printing? You be the
judge. As is as found. OFFICE PICK UP SUGGESTED. WILL REQUIRE A SUBSTANTIAL SHIPPING SURCHARGE for size
and glass content.
S.B. 400.00
Framed Duck stamp collection. Starts with Federal Ducks over fifty different beginning with RW1. Appear to be all mint, but upon
inspection many of the earlies appear to be unsigned (soaked off license) or signature removed. Poorly organized and framed. Was
not opened by us. The others are state duck groups from Illinois, Iowa, trout stamps, etc. Need to be reframed and remounted. Would
look nice in a den or hunter’s man cave if some time were taken for the presentation. As is, as found, as photo’d. NO SHIPPING
S.B. 300.00
AVAILABLE. BREAKABLE. GLASS. FRAGILE. OFFICE PICK UP ONLY.
Gem stone assortment of roughly 50 loose stones in plastic flips having old prices. Comprises amethysts, opals, garnets, tourmalines,
and miscellaneous of various sizes. Excellent for resale or for mounting into mounts.
S.B. 0.00
Appears to be mid-century selection of Libbey Frosted Golden Foliage Gold Leaf consisting of fourteen desert, four cordial, and
six each 6, 8 oz glasses. All in excellent condition having minimum wear and no chips or cracks. Office Pick Up Only.
S.B. 0.00
Swedish and French Art Magazines 1920-1954 (20+) in a large carton. Many art plates suitable for framing. Large size (11x17
inches) magazines. Interesting articles (in Swedish) many color plates and illustrations. Pretty good condition despite their age. France
includes a few menus from Swedish ship cruises and a 1930 book showing black and white renditions of “The Small Churches of
France” many of these destroyed during the war. Historic, showing the Swedish culture post WWI and WWII. Good eBay sellers for
they mainly were discarded and not saved.
S.B. 200.00
Collection of seventeen different ancient pictures and old maps. They are engraved or lithographed and sometimes hand colored.
All are in very nice condition.
S.B. 200.00
Vintage well kept mink and fox coat. Size medium (should easily fit 8-10). Full length 50 inches. Vertical pelts make up the body.
The puffy collar and sleeves appear to be fox. Satin lining. All in excellent condition with no visible flaws. Some wear around the
pocket edges. Evans brand, monogramed inside right, no listed size. Two pockets and three stays. Strikingly beautiful. Holiday gift
anyone??
S.B. 450.00
Split End Ltd Deep Wine Red Rabbit long sleeve 18” by 27” medium rabbit jacket. Previously worn; in excellent wearable condition.
S.B. 0.00
1953 Singer sewing machine complete with case and instruction booklet. Heavy duty electric model #99. Collectable vintage
machine. Good working order the last time it was used….... in 1957. Directly from Great Grandma’s estate. Heavy consider OFFICE
PICK UP.
S.B. 150.00
Eleven different metal toys collectable advertising classic trucks made in the USA or Mexico for the Ertl Co of Dyersville, Iowa in
the early 1990s. Trucks range from 5” to 7” long and appeared to have been only on display. Spotted Budweiser and Adheuser Busch.
Sold “as is” condition.
S.B. 50.00
Four cartons of collectible toys from the last 30 years or so. Highlights include: a small railroad layout, mint in box cars and trucks
including a Disney and a Pepsi, and enough model kits to keep you busy for a fortnight.
S.B. 140.00
Three cartons containing all the collectible and non-collectible toys from a large consignment. Old but not vintage games include:
Monopoly, 3D tick-tack-toe, Captain Cook’s Mistress, and an unopened gold plated Executive Erector Set. One third of the group is a
complete Kindergarten Rhythm band. More cowbell please! Heavy, bulky, OFFICE PICK-UP SUGGESTED.
S.B. 120.00
Two mint in box remote control airplanes. The first is: HobbyZone Champ RTF Airplane which still sells new for $89.99. This
one is geared to the beginner. The second is: Dynam P-51D Mustang V2 Silver EPO Warbird still on sale new for $169.99 which is
geared to the advanced pilot and not classified by the company as a toy. Large, bulky, pictured Minion not included. OFFICE PICK
UP ONLY.
S.B. 200.00
A unique accumulation of medicine related trade cards. Mostly multi colored, condition is mixed with very minor duplication.
S.B. 140.00
Lehman-Gross-Bahn Big Train set in its original box including three individual caboose, tanker, and box cars. Also includes another
train set in its original box, a box of track and two boxes of accessories. OFFICE PICK UP ONLY.
S.B. 0.00
Bachman HO Orient Express train set in its original box and a Ferrari Testarossa unassembled model kit both as received. Also
comprises a box of train track. Office Pick-Up Only.
S.B. 0.00
Original launch 1 ¼” medal for the short-lived LZ130 Graf Zeppelin II. Observe is a high-relief portrait of the Graf and the reverse
shows the airship with the legend “Taufe d (es) LZ130 Graf Zeppelin 100. Geburtstag 1938”. Probably nickel silver; unmarked content.
Condition as per scan.
S.B. 50.00

POSTCARDS
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Dealer’s picture postcard backstock of 4,500 cards (owner’s hand count). Unsorted, from all eras, but with a strong presence of
golden age of 1909-1940. Mostly views. Mixed mint and used. Better than average condition with just a small amount of duplication
noticed. Check this one out yourself.
S.B. 300.00
Small lot of (34) Christmas seals tied to postcards and covers. Ranges from WX5//WX169 with 20 before WX16. Some duplication. Good lot for what it is.
S.B. 120.00
A hand selected assembly of over 180 picture postcards from the prairie estate. Includes numerous topics, subjects and events. Condition is a little mixed. Easy lot to figure so take a shot at it.
S.B. 50.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY
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Unusual 1911 Jack Johnson and Jim Jeffries postally used boxing postcard from the prairie estate. The Light and the Dark Side of
a National Question. Mailed to St Joe, Michigan. Medium soiling but still an important historical postcard. Joe Johnson was recently
pardoned by President Trump.
S.B. 50.00
United States and worldwide accumulation in three of our largest cartons. Over 8,000 Golden Age, linen, and chrome postcards of
which 70% are from the U.S. and 30% from the world. A little sorting patience will yield a profit.
S.B. 500.00
Picture postcards and covers in twenty albums filling three cartons. Many from the golden age of the turn of the last century with
not only interesting faces but also destinations and frankings. Mixed condition. Highlights include: Germany, Austria, US, US covers,
US postal stationery, France, and two binders of PRC FDCs 1982-1984. Lots to like in this around 2,000 item holding. Should be
viewed in person to get the full grasp of what a nice lot this one is.
S.B. 350.00
Small box lot of Zeppelin related picture postcards. Of the 100 enclosed around 60 are reprints and other produced for the modern
collector souvenir cards. Forty are the real Mc Coy with many vintage colorized photo cards from 1908-1936. Mixed condition, with
too many corner faults. Some interesting French countryside Zepp in the air cards. Take a close look to see if any of these will fit in
your collection.
S.B. 140.00
Carton of around 1250 vintage (WWI era) postcards. A mixture of mint and used with mainly black and white pictures. A few color
ones and an equal number of interesting postal marking make this group one to see in person.
S.B. 120.00

UNITED STATES COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
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A well laid out mint and used 1845//1982 collection housed in four like brand new Lindner hingeless albums with slip cases from
the prairie estate. What started out as a basic used collection took on a different dimension with items added here and there that caught
the collector’s eye which in turn adds a little chutzpa such a cancels or multiples. As you peruse the 38 images on the website you’ll
begin to understand the saying, “a picture is worth a thousand words.” Condition is mixed with loads of solid value plus over $900 of
face value thrown in for a bonus, mostly mint sheets and booklets to soften the blow.
S.B. 5500.00
An outstanding almost entirely mint 19th and 20th century collection. Unusually potent early regular issues leading into the
commemoratives. Enticing Washington-Franklins and airmails. In many areas you will find complete sets. The lone Back of the Book
grouping is a set of Parcel Posts. Well over a couple dozen items are accompanied with certificates from the three leading expertizing
services. Over 40 images reside on our website for your viewing pleasure.
S.B. 5500.00
A mature 1847//1975 parallel mint and used collection housed in All American albums. The mint assembly includes a fairly decent
selection of 19th century. Then populated with lower to medium values starting with the early commemoratives, Washington-Franklins,
later regular issues, and airmails (includes C13-C15). The used selection is more in depth in the 19th century as to be expected, then
moving into the early commemoratives (includes 292), pretty group of Washington-Franklin, later regular issues, airmails (includes
C13-14), and a bit of B.O.B. Many items have certificates. Solid value spread throughout. Condition is quite mixed so take your time
to view.
S.B. 3000.00
A serious 1860 to mid-1990’s mostly mint collection meticulously mounted on White Ace pages housed in binders with slip cases.
The commemoratives are virtually complete, minus #293. The regular issues are light in the 19th century yet does contain a couple used
Banknote sets including the 90¢ values, a complete used 1869 set, spotty Washington-Franklins, however a mint 498//518 assembly, and
1922-1926 sets were present. Also encompasses the first two mint airmail sets, a lightly populated Back of the Book, and a flourishing
flock of Federal Ducks with strength in the $5.00 through $25.00 values with lots of duplication. Condition is quite mixed with no gum,
regum, and original gum all present. Close examination is recommended.
S.B. 2800.00
A proud 19th and 20th century mint and used collection meticulously mounted in a clean Scott National album. Nicely balanced in
the front of the book and airmails and very light beyond that. The collector had an eye for well balanced margins resulting in a handsome
appearing assembly. The following items are accompanied with certificates. The used with PSE certificates, Scott #, then (certificate
#), 17 (1221700), 89 (1182377), 112 (1126291), 113 (1126292), 114 (1126293), 115 (1126294), 116 (1126295), 117 (1126296), 118
(1126297), 119 (1126298), 120 (1126299), 121 (11262300), 122 (1126301), 154 (119958), 155 (119959), 278 (99626), 131 (99627),
578 (30234), with PFC’s, Scotts #, then (certificate #), 241 (186525), 242 (187767), 243 (191113), 244 (205466), 245 (222369), 291
(227183), 292 (238132), 293 (237068), C13 (229584). Mint items with certificates are both PSE’s #579 (119960), C13 (91490). There
are numerous other worthwhile items yet to be discovered so you will have to visit our website to peruse the 31 images dedicated to
this wonderful group. Careful viewing is strongly recommended as the condition is all over the board from very bad to very good.
S.B. 2800.00
A readymade mint and used 19th and 20th century collection. Most of the value is housed in one album with the rest occupied with
contemporary and modern low value plate blocks. Also included is an accumulation of loose material waiting to be incorporated into
the grouping. Condition is mixed, nice assembly for the future.
S.B. 2600.00
An enthusiastic closet cleaning lot of 19th and 20th century mint and used front and back of the book that hasn’t seen the light
of day for over twenty years. Housed in sales cards and pages, etc. Loads and loads of medium prices items either in singles or sets.
Condition is mixed with NH, OG, RG, NG all present. An easy fix for a needy accumulator or grateful dealer.
S.B. 2300.00
A work in progress accumulation/collection consisting of near empty like brand new Lighthouse albums, a lonely Scott album, an
accumulation of mint being top heavy in Federal Ducks and 1922-1926 Bureau issues plus other mint issues to a lesser degree from the
1890’s to 1950’s. Also includes over $900 face in mint sheets and scrap to use as philatelic money or trade bait. Condition is mixed. All
components needed to build a respectable starter collection.
S.B. 2300.00
A remarkable accumulation of duplicates of medium and high value mostly mint on auction stock cards and pages from a potent
collector. Condition is mixed and duplication exists. Take a long look at the 26 images placed on our website to get the true story.
S.B. 1800.00
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A polite little assembly of mint and used on sales cards that haven’t seen the light of day for over 20 years. Includes both mint and
used 19th and 20th century front of the book lower and medium values with a occasional higher price item sprinkled in. Condition is
mixed with much concrete value to spread around. Perfect for an active stock either traveling or digital.
S.B. 1600.00

Original holding of wine stamp revenue sheets of 100 for the smaller size and 50 for the larger. Includes RE108 to RE203 (not inclusive). Some of the more notable areRE152, RE154, RE183, RE185 and RE188. A few minor perf separations but the majority are
intact. Condition is F-VF throughout.
Catalog abt. 31000.00
143 / A spunky accumulation/stock from an old family friend’s estate. Includes a group of sales books where we spotted mint #241-245,
C1//C6, a set of C13-C16 neatly nested in place. A small pile of mint sheets, an assembly of remaindered collections you’ll find a mint
sheets and lot of postage types to count, and a lone Scott National with better medium priced items scattered about. A real head scratcher
to figure out and the brave will prevail.
S.B. 1500.00
144 // An awesome officials holding of duplicates from a specialist. Includes mint and used, color shades, plate varieties either real or
imagined, specimens, proofs, and a few covers (all are Treasury issues). Condition is mixed. Lots of catalog value being offered at a
very reasonable price.
S.B. 1500.00
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A toasty accumulation of a serious collector’s duplicates housed in sixteen albums. Includes 19th and 20th century mixture of mint
and used mostly front of the book. Mainly lower to medium values yet we spotted an occasional higher value item scattered about.
You’ll also find a decent amount of plate blocks and some postage to take advantage of. Condition is mixed and there is some duplicaS.B. 1200.00
tion. Acquiring this lot will send you to philatelic heaven.
An impressive mint plate number strip of five and used plate number single collection housed in a bulbous Scott National album, Scott Minuteman album and skinny stock book. Nearly complete missing the plate strips of the 18¢ Flag #6, and 20¢ Pumper #2.
However we did spot plate strips of 1895 #4,6, 1900 #3,5, 1903 #5-6, 1903a #8, 1908 #7-8, 2602 #32333, 2603b #22222 and a used
plate single of 1891 #6. All the plate strips appear hand selected for centering and the used singles are a little mixed. One of the nicest
offering of the days gone by popular area. A quick way to acquire a near complete assembly with only a very few of key items to be
added.
S.B. 1200.00
A powerful Federal duck accumulation of almost entirely NH singles, blocks, and plate blocks. Almost all are the $1.00 to $3.00
values. Very clean and profitable assembly we have offered of this popular area.
S.B. 1150.00
An important backup accumulation neatly nested in over 25 stock books. Starts with the early Bureau issues up to the modern face
types. Also includes airmails and Federal Ducks. Most of the value is in the Ducks, face and airmails. Condition is iffy in the early and
duplication ranges from very little to very much. Solid value to be found.
S.B. 1000.00
United States 1920’-1990’s commemorative block, plate block, and other types of block collection in White Ace binders. A
few bonus items in the earlier like perfed Park and Washington Bicentennial sets, and Farley souvenir sheets while in the later group
contain a few full sheets, self adhesive sheets, and booklet panes. Looks can be deceiving as we spotted in some of the late books the
blocks were actually folded plate strips or larger types of multiples. Very clean group. Thorough examination highly recommended to
be competitive.
S.B. 1000.00
An enticing petite two volume mint and used collection. Starts with the 5¢ 1847 issue and holds a scattering of Banknotes, Washington-Franklins later issues. Also contains the 1930 and 1933 Zepps, a few Back of the Book issues and Federal Ducks. Condition is
a little mixed, a solid starter collection if there ever was one.
S.B. 1000.00
A mainly used accumulation of mostly 19th and 20th century front of the book. Meticulously nestled in European size stock cards.
Optimistically identified and cataloged with much duplication in some cases and condition issues in most. However, still solid value to be
considered. A perfect assembly for an individual that would like to bulk up on catalog for their philatelic holding.
S.B. 950.00
A 1950’s to 1990’s coil strip collection. Mainly in strips of 5 or larger with some plate numbers in the PNC areas. Includes some permit
types and officials but still solid value spread throughout. Very clean with some duplication present. Good starter group with plenty of
trade bait available.
S.B. 900.00
One man’s collection in two large cartons. Includes a few hundred 1960’s to 1990’s FDC’s with mainly multi-colored cachets, a
simple three volume mostly mint collection, around $1700 in modern mint in sheet, booklet and scrap form. Finally we spotted a small
flock of modern Federal Ducks amounting to over $400 face. Great starter assortment with plenty of expansion possibilities.
S.B. 800.00
An accumulation from an old time customer from the Motor City area. Many hundred mostly used lower priced items sorted and
housed in sales pages. Includes singles, sets, plate blocks, booklet panes, booklets, and postage types. Condition is very mixed. Good
circuit book material.
S.B. 750.00
One man’s US collection as received. Fills one complete large carton. Most of the value is in three “Heirloom” albums. Contains
just a few earlies, good banknotes with a couple 90 centers, questionable Washington/Franklins, mint Kansas/Nebraskas, and strong
airs and BOB. Enough face for consideration. Haphazardly organized with entirely too much ancillary material. Mixed condition. A
great lot to break down to recycle.
S.B. 750.00
Accumulation of beginner albums and scrap postage as consigned. Put together 1948-1985. Stored haphazardly over the years with
many of the sheets now damaged. Sheets range from 1 cent through 20 cents with the 3-8 cent range holding the bulk of the value. Plate
blocks, multiples, plate blocks, and scrap make up the rest. Thins, missing margins, missing stamps, thins, no gum, etc. are all present.
Best is probably the $300.00 face in Duck stamps in a small pizza size box. Our estimate of around $2,000 face takes all of this into
account. The albums are all beginners with very little to offer other than their reclaimable face. Four heavy cartons (100 pounds shipping) all in need of close inspection before conjuring up a bid. As is as found, offered reasonably.
S.B. 750.00
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Smoking hot collection in four hingeless albums produced as heirlooms for an East Coast stamp company. In Scott order on
clean hingeless pages. Light to sparse before 1925, but goes into the mid 1990s with good coverage 1935-1988. Lots of face (perhaps
$1250.00 or more) altogether that includes #630 mint dist. gum, 834 x2, 1053 x2, a mint sheet file, three stockbooks, and a small
stack of Vario pages each with enough US face for a count. Put together in a cigar smoker’s man cave with a distinctive residual odor.
Examine and count away!
S.B. 750.00
158 / A fluffy flock of Federal Fowl (RW1-RW75). Almost entirely NH with mixed centering neatly mounted on clean album pages. A real
time saver.
S.B. 700.00
159 // Two cartons of mint and used run off from a successful Midwest dealer clean out. More value in the mint than used, with the bulk
of that in the face value of the accumulated sheets and scrap hiding throughout the two cartons. Estimate of around $1,300.00 face, but
S.B. 650.00
does include two mint #C18. Would probably benefit from a long date with a calculator.
160 / An attractive 1934//1993 (includes the later pages up to 2011) mint Federal Duck collection nested on Lighthouse hingeless pages.
Almost entirely NH. Centering a little mixed. Very clean and attractive group.
S.B. 600.00
161 // An immense office sweeping accumulation in twelve bulging cartons. Stored in every numerous container types we spotted modern
stamp and cover promoter material, parts of elementary collections, assemblies of FDC’s with no apparent direction, coin promoter
material, on and off paper types, postage spread throughout, groups of stuff with little meaning except for the fact that the housing unit
was worth more than what was in it. And for you who love Christmas seals, you’ll find a few of that as well. Too much fun for very
S.B. 500.00
little. Approximate shipping weight is 400 lbs., call or email for rate quote.
157
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162 // Huge one person collection of US stamps 1972-2004. 24 (yes, two dozen) heavy cartons, somewhere near 100 three ring binders,
collected on a shoestring with much ancillary material for each issue. Always with an historic theme anything could be considered
helpful to his story. Includes: mint and used stamps (sometimes sheets), covers, newspaper articles, pictures, photographs, picture post
cards, maxim covers, maxim cards, magazine articles, internet research, and anything else he deemed acceptable. Some binders are
quite interesting, but the majority are mundane. Good fodder for a history teacher or US history aficionado. 600 lbs. call or email for
a rate quote. OFFICE PICK UP RECCOMMENDED.
S.B. 500.00
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United States 1934//2017 Parallel mint and used duck assembly. Also includes RW65//RW83 self adhesive mini-sheets, RW77b//
RW80b artist signed souvenir sheets, and Junior Ducks JD9-JD25. Condition is mixed and would make a nice starter collection.
S.B. 450.00
An exciting closet cleaning assortment from the Great Hoosier state that hasn’t seen the light of day for over twenty years. If you dig
deep enough we are sure you’ll spot some of the diamonds in the rough.
S.B. 425.00
A pedestrian mostly mint 20th century front of the book collection/accumulation. Includes a few commemorative sets and regular
issues with the strength in post 1920 issues. Better items have images on the website as the story is a simple one. Condition is mixed
and would make an excellent starter candidate.
S.B. 425.00
End of the line selection from a super consignment in three cartons. Most of the value is in the low value postage in booklets,
glassines, stockbook, and loose. A little patience could be rewarding. Also includes miscellaneous material.
S.B. 325.00

An unwieldy mint and used accumulation/collection of mostly cheap stamps on stock pages, glassines, and an elementary collection
in a child’s album. Highlights include a scattering of mint medium values, some 3¢ postage types and lo and behold, a mint OG., #342
S.B. 325.00
block of four. An easy lot to figure so don’t let this one get by.
168 / United States Collection basically in four Scott specialty albums starting around 1920 and ending in 1990 in one carton. Hundreds of
mint and used stamps including postage to count. Includes mint Kansas-Nebraska set, C1-4, and C18. Examination required as at least
one album appears to have water damage with a little postage inside. (see scans) Overall a serviceable collection.
S.B. 325.00
169 / An intriguing revenue accumulation of thousands. Includes 1st-3rd issues, Reds, Greens, Beer, Tax Paids, State, a few on documents,
and a varied assortment of Federal and State Ducks, etc. Also found was a couple of empty and near empty albums added for ballast.
S.B. 300.00
There is no concentrated value. The value lays in the countless hours of sheer enjoyment of the hunt.
170 // A humongous closet cleaning lot from a south side store. Stored in twelve bulbous cartons and two plastic tubes you will find loads
of off paper some sorted some not, cheap used stored in heavy binders, some FDC’s, postal year sets, postage types in various forms,
some moderately better scattered about and just plain stuff. Well worth the suggested bid or maybe more if you dig deep enough.
S.B. 300.00
171 // United States Group from the Sun Kissed holding packed into five heavy cartons. Includes a beginner All American album with
a handful of useful sets. The bulk of the holding’s value is in the carton and a half of Commemorative panels where the face value has
to be around a couple hundred dollars, two binders of a 1960’s era plate block collection, a dozen or so mint sets with stamps, and an
assortment of Christmas seals. The rest of the stuff is lurking Florida scented flotsam.
S.B. 300.00
172 / A simple Federal Duck mint and used collection/accumulation on White Ace pages and sales cards. The mint includes never hinged,
hinged, and no gum while the used has a few that are on license. Condition is mixed and an easy lot to figure.
S.B. 300.00
173

An eclectic assembly of 19th and 20th century front and the back of the books issues. Mostly medium values of mixed condition,
few are NH but most are hinged. An appropriate group for the non-discriminating collector.
S.B. 250.00
174 / Very clean Federal and State Duck collection of several dozen. Starts with RW11-RW22 with almost all are NH. Also includes a like
S.B. 220.00
brand new never been used Scott album with slip case. An excellent starter collection.
175 / One page collection of Federal Ducks. All NH except RW1 which is vlh and centered F-VF or better. Tiny bit of duplication for trade
bait. Very clean group waiting for a new home.
S.B. 220.00
176
()
A unique and interesting assembly of over 200 Newspaper facsimiles. Pleasing variety of different values and types. Mostly singles
with a few multiplies. Condition is mixed. Good lot for he specialist.
S.B. 200.00
167

/
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177

/

178

/

179

/

United States stock in one red box of roughly 600 #104 sale cards from Scott #63 to 906 as well as some BOB. Contains mint and
used mainly common stamps in multiples. Already identified and cataloged but prices are a decade old; so they should be disregarded.
Condition a factor on some items with inspection required to come up with the right number.
S.B. 160.00
A simple closet cleanout. Includes a few thousand 1960’s uncacheted FDC with overwhelming duplication that would be an opportunity
for a future cachet artist. A few hundred First Day souvenir pages, unused sheet file folders, medium size box on common on paper, and
just plain stuff. More volume than value but it worth a quick look.
S.B. 100.00
United States Selection in one carton. Comprises three different Liberty albums having mixed mint and used stamps to the 1980s with
the owner’s count of $155.86 postage in clear mounts which also appears to have some postage stuck. Also includes a cigar and shoe
S.B. 50.00
box of on/off paper common mix.

UNITED STATES AND POSSESSIONS COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
180

/

181

/

182

/

183



184



185

/

186



Canal Zone Accumulation of singles gleaned from collections in 102 size cards on fifteen or so manila stockpages. Fully cataloged
by the owner in 2016 at $1,327.56. Among the cataloged NH are a few regummed, sweated gum, gum disturbed among the truly NH.
Needs a long look to determine condition and value.
S.B. 200.00
A super interesting accumulation of Hawaii. There are some real stamps and some fakes so we scanned everything to be viewed.
Condition is very mixed. Sold “as is” and a great lot for the student or specialist.
S.B. 400.00
United States and Possessions A surprising eight volume mostly used collection in Scott National albums. Very lightly populated
19th century front of the book. Incorporates both regular issues, commemoratives, Washington-Franklins up to mediums value for the
most part. Turns mostly mint un the 1920-1970 period. Airmails are missing the Zepp set while the B.O.B. is spotty. Decent representation of the easy to aquire revenues and Ducks. The possessions have a good start with plenty of the pre-possession era available in
Cuba, Puerto Rico and the Philippines. Good starter with mixed condition and needs a lot of work to fill the gaps.
S.B. 950.00
Marshall Islands Mint collection from 1984 to 2017 in six Lindner hingeless albums and slipcases in two cartons. Seems complete
collection having full sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets. A popular U. S. Trust Territory offering ready to join your other collections on your shelves.
S.B. 400.00
Ryukyu Island Collection of twenty-six different provisionals from the Miyako and Yaeyama districts. All og but some adhered
to paper F-VF.
Catalog 2000.00
Ryukyu Island Assortment from 1948 to 1972 in a crammed fatso stockbook. Incorporates hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint
stamps in full, partial sets, and singles having plenty of backup to tickle you pink. Owner’s catalog value of $4,000. Suitable for building saleable internet lots.
S.B. 400.00
United States Trust Territories Collection in five Scott Specialty albums in two cartons. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint
stamps in full sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets nicely mounted in black mounts. Includes Palau, Micronesia, and Marshall
Islands ending from 2006 to 2009. Collections are fairly complete and offered at a fraction of their original issue prices. Do not miss
out.
S.B. 650.00

UNITED STATES AND UNITED NATIONS COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
187

/

United States and United Nations A pedestrian mint and used commemorative and regular issue multi-volume collection on
White Ace pages. Mainly lower to medium values yet we did spot a couple of used 90¢ Banknotes. Also included are the remaindered
collection that was cannibalized to build the main group. A couple of binders of unrelated contemporary plate block thrown in for a
bonus. Condition is mixed, good starting point for the budding philatelist.
S.B. 500.00

188

/

An elementary twelve volume 1926-2004 United States commemorative and a six 1951-2000 United Nations (all three offices are
at hand) collections gleefully mounted on White Ace pages, nestled in the appropriate binder, nested in slip cases. In both cases the
collector strived to complete the assembly as presented on the page with great success. Also included are two medium size boxes with
more United States and United Nations still packed in the official packing waiting for a landing spot. A tiny batch of US FDC’s and a
State Quarter collection (minus Arizona, Washington, and Wyoming) in a presentation folio are both thrown in for a bonus. Lots of face
S.B. 400.00
to count to come up with the right number. Patience, a pen, and a pad of paper will be needed.

UNITED NATIONS COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
189

/

United Nations Six limited edition prints from 1979. Each was limited to 500 with stamps tied with FDC cancels and 500 without
stamps. Includes: Andy Warhol “UNDRO” with UN tied stamp #646/1000, Chaim Gross “New International Economic Order” with UN
tied stamp #666/1000, Muhammad Ali “Let My People Go” no stamp #88/1000, Thomas Van Steenbergh “Justice” no stamp #352/1000,
Hall Groat “WFUNA” with UN tied stamp #170/1000, and another by Groat this time without the stamp #306/1000. All are in perfect
ready for framing condition each saved in a large one pocket Lindner page. These seldom come to auction often only in art galleries at
exorbitant estimates with few sales. They are necessary parts of any advanced UN collection. All are offered here together for the UN
or Art topical collector’s fancy.
S.B. 350.00

190

/

United Nations Once proud stock from a long time closed South Side store. Embraces eighteen counterbooks of mint, used, and
related foreign UN related to around 1990. Includes all three areas and is limited to the stamps only. Two stockbooks of mint backstock
and souvenir sheets are along for the ride. Clean, cataloged, and priced on individual pages, these are all ready to go at a fraction of
their now “way to high” retail prices. Exactly what you would expect in a late 1990s stock.
S.B. 220.00
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192



United Nations Mostly complete collection from 1954 to 2010 in three cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full sets,
singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets in White Ace albums as well as some auxiliary material. An instant collection ready for continuation.
S.B. 200.00
United Nations A simple two volume singles collection in brand new Lighthouse hingeless albums with slip cases. Includes 19512001 New York, 1969-2001 Geneva, and 1979-2001 Vienna. Albums seem completely filled. Around 75-100 FDC’s thrown in for a
bonus.
S.B. 120.00

UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
193

/

194 //

195

/

196

/

197 //

198 //
199

/

200 //

201

/

202

/

203

/

204 //
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Magnificent world wide collection in 41 three ring binders on computer generated pages. Predominately used with a smattering
of mint. Huge catalog said by the owner to be somewhere near or over $230,000.00 (2011). 46,000 different stamps mainly collected
by the Classic catalog. Seems that only the West Germany album has stamps newer than 1950. Plenty of collectable stamps from the
classic period in expected condition. Look carefully as there are numerous surprises (i.e.. US #1, Great Britain #1 and 2) in here among
questionable Persia, German States, canceled German inflation issues all include in the owner’s evaluation. The albums are custom
organized according to geography and geo-political spheres of influence. It will take a while to examine every album, but necessary
for evaluation of this awesome attempt at a pre 1950 collection of stamps that have done their postal duty. Extensive webphotos only
scratch the surface of this original, continuable, valuable collection.
S.B. 12,000.00
Complete estate as received. World wide collection in dozens of hand-me-down binders where the best parts are the stamps. And
stamps there are: somewhere between 30,000 to 50,000 different (just a guess) on a mixture of commercial pages and homemade page
after page full of stamps. Seems to be only organized by country or area 1849-1995. Mixed mint and used with an emphasis on used.
Mixed condition. Strong pockets of better countries: China, Hong Kong, Australia, Japan, Italy, Canada, Great Britain, and many others. Not much Eastern Europe or US mint in the albums. Does include around $200.00 face mint US stamps in one stockbook binder.
One full carton of covers (US FDCs and foreign) add to the value. Plenty of stamps for any serious world collector. A must have for
the owner having a set of albums looking for sorted stamps to fill the spaces.
S.B. 1600.00
Assortment from various decades of the 20th Century roughly ending in the 1980s in eleven cartons. Thousands of mixed mint
and used stamps having duplication in partially filled stockbooks, in inexpensive folder collections, mostly empty albums, on album,
stock pages, stock cards, on/off paper etc. A tailor-made selection needing marketing skills to find the right market. Viewing required.
S.B. 1400.00
Philatelic landfill accumulation in sixteen cartons. Contains thousands of common United States and worldwide stamps having ample
amount of backup in albums, counter books, shoe, medium, small boxes, envelopes, stock, album pages, and loose. As received from
the consignor making this lot tailor made for a flea market fiesta.
S.B. 750.00
United States and General Foreign Area hoard of subscription items filling 12 heavy bulbous cartons. Anything and everything
that could be mail ordered 1975-1992 could be found in here. Generous amounts of themed FDCs, topical groups in heavy packaging,
and historic commemorations of all kinds. Best of all was a small group of collectable stamps purchased around the same time still in
the original dealer salespages now housed in a small pizza size box (in carton #1). Mint duck stamps, US airmails and other sets are
all includes in this small mass. The bulk is in the subscription items that will be costly to ship (almost 500 lbs.). Call or email for a
shipping quote for a quote.
S.B. 550.00
The end of the line consignment lot in five heavy cartons. Includes United States and United Nations postage types, year sets,
late 1990’s early 2000’s postal card sets, a few elementary modern world wide topical collections and finally some US FDC’s
S.B. 500.00
Captivating worldwide selection from the 1880s to the late 1980s in three cartons. Comprises four Harris albums packed with thousands and thousands of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Consists of a two album A-Z collection,
one album United Nations collection, and one album having plenty of US face to count in blocks of four and booklets plus Disney. Also
includes miscellaneous useful items. Well worth your time to view.
S.B. 500.00
Cumbersome, large, massive accumulation in 27 cartons (over 900 pounds). Dozens and dozens (probably near 120) of World
beginner albums in all shapes and sizes from remaindered (most) to packed (few), all in mixed condition. Surprises here and there: a
mint Bulgaria Sports set #237-243, a US used collection of commemoratives to 1990 with Columbians to 50 cents, and around $150.00
face to count in scrap, year sets, and in ancillary albums. Not too much in subscription items, but way too many old time beginner
albums. Thousands of stamps in bags to be resorted. Difficult to assess without an in person inspection. One heavy beast to break
down and recycle.
S.B. 500.00
Collector’s duplicates and other interesting sets and singles put away on 102 size cards ready for resale or trade at his local stamp
club. Almost all of the almost 1200 cards has an individual catalog value of $3-$20. Three red boxes full, one is US the other two are
foreign. Organized alphabetically. Along for the ride is a large Guadeloupe multiple with an error and a signed “Jerry Ford” as congressS.B. 475.00
man letter. Look close as there are surprises.
Consignment balance filling a carton. Includes a U.S. postage type collection, 3-ring binders of modern topicals featuring birds and
Pope John Paul plus a bit of miscellaneous. Everything is very clean.
S.B. 475.00
A mish mash of a consignment balance filling three of our largest cartons. The highlight are the few hundred poster stamps, baggage labels, matchbook covers and miscellaneous labels all mixed up. Also includes Israel collections, various U.S., unused supplies
and more. Needs close inspection.
S.B. 450.00
A noble attempt of philatelic pleasure from an estate from the great “Peach” state. Includes several starter collections of United States,
Greece, Poland, Chanel Islands, DDR, three Harris general foreign albums. Also spotted was an accumulation of common PNC’s broken
down into specialized sections, a few covers, and some postage to count. A pleasant grouping to break down and re-arrange. Hours of
fun awaits.
S.B. 450.00
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205 // United States and General Foreign Selection in seventeen albums and binders from the late 19th Century to the 1980s in two cartons. Includes three Scott International albums running to the 1950s having an owner’s count of 11,681 mint and used stamps, a Harris
Canada album to the 1980s having low value postage, and three years sets 1979 to 1981 plus miscellaneous worldwide, Also entails a
starter US collection, binders of US common FDCs and low value postage to count.
S.B. 450.00
206 // United States and General Foreign House cleanout accumulation in six cartons. Encompasses thousands of mainly common stamps
having backup in several US Scott albums, binders, small, shoe, and cigar boxes, and folders running basically to the mid-1960s. Two
of the cartons are US FDCs from the late 1950s to around 1967, UN FDCs, commercial US and foreign covers and postal stationery.
Searching might discover some treasures.
S.B. 400.00
207

United States and General Foreign Accumulation from the early 1900s to the 1990s from the Riga estate in two cartons. Comprises
two cover boxes stock of postal stationery already identified and sleeved consisting of hundreds as well as miscellaneous postal history
items. A though-providing selection.
S.B. 400.00
208 // Late arrival containing the remains of an estate in six banker’s boxes. A quick look revealed: stockbooks, stockpages, glassines,
loose stamps in small pizza size boxes, etc.. Thousands and thousands of stamps. Dig to the bottom of each carton for we never got to it.
Appears at lest one pizza size box has some US surprises to be uncovered. You be the judge. Take some time to personally examine.
S.B. 400.00
209 / United States and General Foreign Assortment in six cartons. Thousands and thousands of basically common used stamps nicely
arranged in around fifty clean stockbooks having multiple backup. This stamps saver interests ran from Germany, DDR followed by
Austria, Switzerland, and U.S. Concentration exists from the 1950s to the 1990s. Also includes miscellaneous material including other
worldwide in cigar boxes. Offered appropriately.
S.B. 350.00
210 // United States and General Foreign Accumulation from the 1870s to the 1980s in three cartons. Mostly worldwide in stockbooks,
folders, several counter books, envelopes, glassines, on album, counter, club auction, sales, and stock pages containing hundreds and
hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets having profitable backup. Has a good
representation from Great Britain and colonies, Egypt which the collector appeared to like, and fascinating worldwide miscellaneous.
Also has a small selection of US low value postage as well as several hundred US and foreign FDCs and commercial covers including
some US ship cancelled covers from the 1930s. Searching might find some treasures; so happy prospecting.
S.B. 350.00
211 // United States and General Foreign Leftover cartons from the cleaning of a Midwest Dealer’s back room. Unrelated stuff like:
a banker’s box of Boy Scout topical covers mainly modern, a carton full of supplies Crystal mounts and opened black mounts, two
cartons of subscription items several without stamps, and a leftover bunch of 20th century covers FDCs and the like. Enough value for
any recycler.
S.B. 325.00
212 / United States and General Foreign Mishmash in five cartons. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of common mainly used stamps in
multiple. Includes an interesting two Scott International albums from the 1890s to 1950 having A-OK packet stamps in the first album
to the 1930s and the second album having similar stamps from the 1940s. Also contains binders stamps as well as a wee-bit of low value
U.S. postage from the 1960s, and used US multiples in glassines and their boxes. A discovery lot which has not boldly gone anywhere
since the 1960s.
S.B. 300.00
213 // All the components that would not make individual lots from the tail end of a very large consignment. Digging down you will
find an elementary Germany collection, several volume 1980’s-1990’s United Nations assembly, common foreign currency notes and
Confederate facsimile notes, a few covers, useable modern postal stationary and postal cards, miscellaneous covers, 1970’s-1980’s
United States year sets, and some postage to wet your whistle. All told the four bulbous cartons are being offered at a level to entice the
curious.
S.B. 300.00
214 / United States and General Foreign Stuff selection in two cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of common mint and used stamps having amply backup in two fairly sparse Scott International albums, two other albums, small boxes, album pages, mall boxes, envelopes,
glassines, and loose. Plenty of stuff to stuff into making box lots. You will not be too stuffed after viewing this holding. .B. 240.00
215 // Sixty-seven various collections and stocks. Nothing really good, just a lot of stamps forming many $5 to $20 ( a few higher) units to
S.B. 200.00
price and throw out on your bourse table. Take a quick look.
216 / Tail end assortment from a large cover consignment containing all the stamps in two cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of United
States and worldwide of mint and used stamps having plenty of backup from the 1900s to the 1990s. Ready to make up box lots
S.B. 200.00
217

United States and General Foreign Stamps on paper mixture by the pound as received from the consignor in three of our largest
cartons. Divided into one-pound plastic bags ready to sell by the bag or to spread out on a dime table.
S.B. 150.00
218 / United States and General Foreign Assortment in ten cartons from the sun” kissed” estate. Entails thousands and thousands of mixed
mint and used stamps mainly of on/off paper in plastic bags, glassines, envelopes, and loose. Taking this lot home may put a spring in
your step and a joy in your heart after sorting.
S.B. 140.00
219 / United States and General Foreign Consisting of tens of thousands of on/off paper mixed common used and mint stamps
in nine cartons from the sun “kissed” estate. Stamps are in plastic bags, glassines, some envelopes, and loose. Please buy me.
S.B. 110.00
220 // United States and General Foreign Six heavy cartons of one man’s philatelic treasures. Extensively written up into individual
lots with flowery, puffy language. Definitely not single lots with two average Zeppelin covers and a hand back Japan #422 the only
highlights. Includes: heavy scrapbook type alums loaded with meters, used common definitive US stamps, and just enough foreign
(Mexico, Iran, Sweden, Germany, etc.) to drop it into this category. Everything consigned is in here except the on and off paper mix
offered elsewhere in this sale.
S.B. 100.00
221 // United States and General Foreign Assortment in three computer paper boxes. Entails mostly U.S. subscription FDCs in their
original albums from the 1970s to 1980s and a small holding of common US and foreign loose stamps in small containers. Appears to
have been stored in an attic or basement. Offered economically.
S.B. 50.00
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Three cartons of stuff consisting of mostly on paper U.S. mix. Also includes several worldwide albums that are sparse that appear
to have come in contact with a liquid and a teeny assortment of 1960s mint U.S. plateblocks in glassines.
S.B. 40.00

TOPICAL COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
223



224



225

/

226



227



228



Zeppelin topical collection of several hundred different on attractive homemade pages in two 3-ring binders. Looks to be all issues
after the millennium. A good portion are souvenir sheets with much from African countries. NH VF throughout.
Catalog 2600.00
Six stockbooks filled with birds on stamp topicals. Primarily contemporary souvenir sheets. Includes in approximate order of value
S.B. 1600.00
Tanzania, Togo, Guyana, Ghana, Sierra Leone and Liberia. A few duplicates here and there. All Clean NH VF.
Phenomenal Europa selection from 1956 to 2017 in six cartons from the “Europa” estate. Thousands and thousands of mint stamps
in full sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets having enjoyable and profitable backup. Many were purchased as new issues by the
previous owner. and have been mainly organized and cataloged by years in around forty binders which run from skinny to bulging with
material. Also includes five hingeless albums and slipcases of which three are Davo and two are Linder having mint stamps from 1956
to the early 1990s. One of the nicest assortment of this topical material that were have offered in quite some time. Do not let this out of
this world lot get away.
S.B. 1500.00
Thirty-two page stockbook filled with birds on stamps. Chiefly fairly modern souvenir sheets from around the world but strong in
British islands of the Caribbean and Pacific. Some light duplication in spots. All NH VF.
S.B. 650.00
Africa collection of birds on stamps filling a thirty-two page stockbook. Includes mainly contemporary souvenir sheets. Involves
Comoro Is., Uganda, Giunea Bissau, St. Thomas and Prince Is., Niger and for some reason Belgium. A handful of duplicates were spotted. All NH VF throughout.
S.B. 600.00
Grenada collection of birds on stamps. Mostly very contemporary souvenir sheets with a few duplicates.
S.B. 450.00

Gambia collection of birds on stamps which primarily consists of contemporary souvenir sheets filling a fifteen page stockbook.
Looks to be all different NH VF throughout.
S.B. 450.00
230 / A collection waiting to happen of medicine topicals. Includes a few thousand mint apparently all different in glassines and envelopes
you can’t see into plus the White Ace pages to put them on. A quick glance didn’t reveal anything real valuable and everything seen
was NH. Worth spending some time on this one, you may get a good buy.
S.B. 400.00
231

Collection of a few hundred mostly different bird topical souvenir sheets from ten different independent African countries. All
are NH F-VF or better of a contemporary nature.
S.B. 400.00
232 // Very attractive clean and well-organized telephone topical collection in six volumes in one carton. Hundreds of worldwide singles,
blocks, per/imperf, deluxe proofs having a few signed and matching covers all celebrating the 1976 telephone centenary. Also includes
errors and ephemera. Take a look as you will be not disappointed.
S.B. 375.00
233

Chautaque Lake New York Local Post collection/accumulation in five cartons. Consists of an exhibit from 1970 to 1980 in a binder
containing roughly sixty covers, some 1974 entries in a stamp design contest, souvenir sheets, stamp errors, and proofs. Also includes
informational material ten binders for 1970-80 having clippings, letters, other ephemera and one binder of extra souvenir sheets and
covers. Rounding out this selection are three cartons of additional ephemera which includes oversized material. A most interesting,
unusual offering difficult to replicate in today’s market. A little updating and presto, a modern looking instantaneous exhibit.
S.B. 375.00
234 / Madonna and Child collection in three cartons from the 1933 to the 1980s. Consists of hundreds and hundreds of mint and used
stamps in full, partial set, singles, and souvenir sheets. Comprises three binders of an original collection from the 1930s to the 1960s
of on White Ace like pages having some surprises and a continuation collection of eleven binders from the 1970s to 1980s with back
stock. Coming along for the ride is a mainly full red box of worldwide already identified and priced using older catalog plus two other
shoeboxes of miscellaneous material.
S.B. 300.00
235 // Art topical collection in two Schaubek albums mainly from the 1970s to 1990. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mostly mint
stamps in full sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and covers in black mounts and annotated in German. This collection is a former exhibit
which won silver in 1977, 1978, and 1981 in the DDR. Seems to concentrate both on Eastern and Western European stamps too.
S.B. 300.00
229



CINDERELLA COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
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/()
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/
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Thirteen end of the line cartons of extras, small lots and other stuff from the Riga stock. Includes all sorts of Stamps and Cinderellas, loose, in glassines, on 102 and 104 size cards, stocksheets, small boxes, and several beginner Minkus country albums. Lots of
stuff that at one time was part of a large Cinderella and stamp inventory. Now just the leftovers. Lots of duplication. Includes: Scott
listed stamps, revenues, Christmas seals, Red Cross seals, poster stamps, foreign seals, airmail etiquettes, large pieces, documents. old
magazine pages, etc. The valuable mixed with common. The useful diluted by the not so. Mixed condition. The jumbled condition in
which they were stored means anything could be and probably is included. Could be profitable to repurpose. Dig through and enjoy.
S.B. 1200.00
Six cartons of run off from the Riga backstock. Includes all sorts of Cinderellas, loose, in glassines, on 102 and 104 size cards,
stocksheets, small boxes, and an occasional album. Lots of stuff that at one time was part of a large Cinderellas inventory. Lots of
duplication. Includes: revenues, Christmas seals, Red Cross seals, poster stamps, foreign seals, airmail etiquettes, etc. The valuable
mixed with common. Does not appear to be part of any main stock. The useful diluted by the not so. Mixed condition. The jumbled
condition in which they were stored means anything could be include. Take a gamble or search on your own.
S.B. 1050.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY
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/

240

/

241

/

United States and worldwide accumulation from the Riga estate in five cartons. Thousands and thousands of cinderellas having
useful backup mostly in sales cards and loose. A gold mine waiting to be prospected of this popular material. A little patience will yield
rewards.
S.B. 850.00
Five more cartons of run off from the Riga backstock. Includes all sorts of Cinderellas, loose, in glassines, on 102 and 104 size
cards, stocksheets, small boxes, and an occasional album. Lots of stuff that at one time was part of a large Cinderellas inventory. Lots
of duplication. Includes: revenues, Christmas seals, Red Cross seals, poster stamps, foreign seals, airmail etiquettes, etc. The valuable
mixed with common. Does not appear to be part of any main stock. The useful diluted by the not so. Mixed condition. The jumbled
condition in which they were stored means anything could be included. Could be fun to dig through.
S.B. 850.00
Seven packed small cartons of foreign revenues from the Riga backstock. Includes all sorts of Us and foreign revenues in ABC
order. Loose, in glassines, on 102 and 104 size cards. Lots of stuff that at one time was part of his large Cinderellas inventory. Lots
of duplication. The useful diluted by the not so. Mixed condition. The jumbled condition in which they were stored means anything
could be included. Thousands and thousands of stamps. Will be fun to dig through, sort again, and remarket.
S.B. 700.00
United States and worldwide stock selection from the Riga estate in three cartons. Comprises thousands of cinderellas having
advantageous backup in twenty counter books and around twenty-five stockbooks and binders. Set up for easy resale once you find a
S.B. 650.00
market. A plethora of material. Searching will be adventurous.
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Africa Collection of apparently all different bird topical souvenir sheets from ten different independent nations. All NH VF. A
colorful lot.
S.B. 600.00
Africa Collection of well over three thousand stamps mounted or in mounts on unattractive pages. Mostly different (duplicates
stacked on one another) with spot checking the mint, all looked to be NH. Issues mainly range from the mid 1960’s to the late 1990’s.
Remounting to a better album will do wonders.
S.B. 450.00
Antarctic Selection from the 1960s to the 1980s in a fatso stockbook. Consists of British Antarctic Territory, South Georgia, and
Ross Dependency. Includes hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps having much NH in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir
sheets. Owner’s catalog of $5,600. The backup does not distract from the impressive amount of topical issues that can be extracted for
resale.
S.B. 750.00
Asia In seventeen counter books from the Mountain store stock in one carton. Involves hundreds and hundreds mixed mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets from the 1890s to the 1990s. Includes Thailand, Macao, Vietnam, Indonesia,
Philippines, Cambodia, Palau, Marshall Islands, and Afghanistan. Mixed condition. All on standard sales pages, in Scott order and priced
at 75% or so of catalog. All are dollar and up with higher value surprises still there. Huge catalog. Having light to moderate duplication.
Good for dealer and collector alike.
S.B. 300.00
Baltic Clean assortment from 1919 to the 1930s in a pizza size box. Roughly 200 #102 sale cards or counter pages having hundreds
and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles, already identified and cataloged having interesting backup. Owner’s
catalog value of $6,900 which breaks down to Estonia ($2,800), Latvia ($1,200), and Lithuania ($2,700). Tailor made for resale.
S.B. 650.00
British Commonwealth selection in one large carton from a long-closed South Side stamp store. Hundreds of mint and used stamps
in multiples consisting mainly of a box and binder of common mint souvenir sheets from the 1960s to the 1980s having duplication.
Also includes binders, a counter book, and sales cards of mostly mint material from the previous stated time frame as well as a Jamaica
S.B. 270.00
offering of mixed mint and used stamps in a binder from Queen Victoria to Queen Elizabeth.
British Stock of several hundred on over sixty black sales cards. All better material virtually all mint with much NH. Mainly complete
sets or key values with only a few duplicated. All pages have been scanned. Great lot for internet sales.
S.B. 1900.00
British Half dozen mounted country collections holding a few thousand mostly different stamps. Ireland, Hong Kong and Bahamas are
S.B. 1500.00
the most valuable. All are beneficial to dealer and collector alike.
British Silver Wedding collection on White Ace pages. 134 values all mint og F-VF.
Catalog 2549.00
British and Colonies accumulation from the 1850s to the 1980s of around 140 black sales cards from two to five rows in a medium
box. Mainly consists of Great Britain, Canada, and Australia having duplication. Condition of the classics vary; so inspection is required.
Beneficial if you can plug into the right market.
S.B. 400.00
British Group of medium to better grade sets, part sets and values on twenty-four cards or glassines. All but one are KGVI period.
Mostly F-VF
S.B. 375.00
British Collection of forty different Silver Wedding sets. Mostly from the Malayan States to Zanzibar. All og F-VF or better.
S.B. 300.00
Europe Five country collections. The France is the most value which starts with the Pease and Commerce issues and runs to the 1980’s.
The Italy contains a few non Europe colonials and the Turkey along with the Fiume may need a little catalog adjustment due to some
dubious. All are useful and would be an easy sell on your bourse table.
S.B. 1700.00
Latin America In three well filled, sixteen page stockbooks. Includes sorted country groups of: Nicaragua, Guatemala, Honduras,
and Haiti. Mixed, but better than usual, condition. Duplication. Everything has been meticulously catalogued with an owner’s value
of $8,171.85. Some sets and better singles included. Hundreds and hundreds of collectible stamps.
S.B. 800.00
Scandinavia Mostly mint collection of a few thousand different mounted on Scott specialty pages primarily covering from the mid
1970’s to late 1980’s. Sweden accounts for about 20% of the value followed by Denmark and Finland. The mounts are firmly attached
sometimes disturbing the gum. All in all a clean straight forward collection.
Catalog 3550.00
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Western Europe Mainly in seven counterbooks, a three ring binder, and loose counterbook pages. Germany is strongest with a
few mint NH postwar sets in the binder. The counterbooks include in order of value: Germany, France, and the rest of the area. Has
been subjected to high humidity as the pages have blown up and wrinkled. The stamps however are undamaged, but many pages are
loosely organized, partially sorted, and unpriced. Will take some work to bring this high catalog unit to market.
S.B. 375.00
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Algeria Accumulation from the 1920s to the 1970s in one carton. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in three
stockbooks and several folders on full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having ample backup. Making time to view this unusual
lot will be time well spent.
S.B. 500.00
Austria “Black Proof” Sonderpostmarke official government post office sheets. Around “550” mostly different in all still attached
to their descriptive folders. Owner states that at least “fifty are autographed by designers or engravers” and are “scarce” in the secondary market. Huge variety of subjects and topics. “Very unusual”.
S.B. 650.00
Austria Collection from 1850 to 1960 in clean Scott Specialty album. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and nice BOB. Owner’s 2018 Scott catalog of $12,100.00. Contains many keys and mid-range sets.
An opportunity to get on the ground floor and ride this country back to the top where it belongs.
S.B. 650.00
Belgium Collection as received. The beginning part is mixed mint and used with several hundred stamps in a clean European Pax album
to 1960. Not much power in here, and does appear sparse. However the original owner decided to purchase as many of the issues as
possible and these are to be discovered in their original mailing envelopes from Belgium. The post 1960 are mounted on homemade
pages in a three ring binder, but the earlies which appear to be there have never been gone through. Condition is a concern with many of
these in the envelopes having small back flaws, but good power in the front of the book is here and is noted in the extensive webphotos.
Along for the ride are envelopes of year sets of Europa issues from the 1980s. Great lot to start a new collection.
S.B. 550.00

Burundi Accumulation of primarily NH sets and souvenir sheets with issues to fairly recent. Pretty much fills two 32 page stockbooks
and one 8 page. Some helpful duplication for a dealer but, it’s hard to figure how much as the contents repeat or is in some unknown
order. Great topical content.
S.B. 1800.00
263 // Cameroun Accumulation/collection put together by a medical missionary as a hobby 1953-1966. Thousands of stamps mint, used,
and on cover. The stamps are loose, on piece, in matchboxes and envelopes, and mounted on homemade pages. The covers are a mixture
of incoming mail from all over the world, out going covers with Cameroun franking, and a handful of FDCs. Around 400 covers in all.
Best of the bunch is an accumulation of sheets and large multiples pulled directly from a period post office. Some high value airmails
are the highlight. All this ranges from 1942-1965 with a couple of pieces earlier. Interesting accumulation with faults to be expected
from typical tropical storage for many years.
S.B. 425.00
264

Canada All used collection mounted on Scott specialty pages with issues to 1951. The 1st page only holds one stamp, then through
the Large Queens mostly complete, then largely complete to the end. The B.O.B. is somewhat weak. Condition very mixed offered
S.B. 900.00
appropriately.
265 / Canada Collections/accumulation from 1859 to the 1990s in one carton. Comprises Lighthouse hingeless album having stamps
from 1868 to 1984, Linder hingeless album having stamps from 1859 to 1970, and a collection on Lighthouse pages to 1970. Collections contain hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps (spot checking saw some NH) in full, partial sets, and singles. Also
involves several binders and folders of mint stamps and booklets containing basically postage. A thought-provoking offering.
S.B. 750.00
266 / Canada Stock in sixteen counter books from the 1870s to the early 1990s from a long-closed South Side stamp store in one medium
box. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles in multiples having beneficial backup. Some
of the value is in useable postage to count. The stamps are mostly priced but have older catalog values and thus should be only used as
a guide. Condition of the some of the classics vary and need your inspection.
S.B. 650.00
267

Canada Small group of better mint stamps from #50 to #177. A few duplicates all Fine or better.
S.B. 400.00
268 / Canada Several hundred mostly used on stockpages or mounted. Some better here and there adding up to quite a bit of catalog value
be it in somewhat mixed condition. Useful, offered appropriately.
S.B. 400.00
269 / Canada Two volume 1859-1995 White Ace collection right off the shelf of an accomplished collector who is calling it quits. Mixed
mint and used. Mixed condition. A lot to like with: Jubilees to 50 cents, large and small queens, perforated officials, etc., Webphotos
S.B. 375.00
help, but take a look. Priced to energize bidding.
270 / Canada Collection/accumulation in one carton. Entails a Harris Canada album from the 1870s to the 1970s having mixed mint and
used stamps including a mint one dollar #61 Jubilee having a hinge remains. Also involves mint mainly low value postage in sheets,
blocks, and singles as well as miscellany. A thought-provoking lot.
S.B. 375.00
271 / Canada Pedestrian collection from the 1870s to 1979 on White ace pages in a binder. Hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in
full, partial sets, and singles nicely mounted in black mounts. Super starter collection waiting for completion and possible continuation.
S.B. 250.00
272 / Canada Revenue assortment from the 1880s to the 1940s. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps on stock pages
in a binder having backup consisting of Federal and Provincial issues. An interesting offering that might be what you want to start to
collect.
S.B. 150.00
273 / Canada and Provinces Awesome collection from 1861 to 1956 in a Scott Specialty album. Hundreds of mainly mint stamps in full,
partial sets, and singles. Highlights include mint British Columbia #12, 17, Nova Scotia used #5, Canada mint #50-56, 58-61,66-73,
74-83, 94, and 96-103. While slightly remaindered, still plenty of outstanding stamps to add or upgrade your Canadian collection. Do
not let this one slip away.
S.B. 3000.00
262
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Canada and Provinces Collection from 1859 to 1992 in two Scott Specialty albums and slipcases. Hundreds and hundreds of mostly
used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and some souvenir sheets in black mounts Includes #62, 64, and 65 all having roller cancels.
Condition of the classics vary so inspection recommended.
S.B. 800.00
275 / Canada and Provinces Collection in a clean Scott album from 1860 to 1975. Hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Newfoundland is the best, followed by the other provinces, and Canada is bringing up of the rear. Owner’s 2018
catalog of Provinces $3,571.60, and Canada $1,116.95. Set up for easy completion.
S.B. 450.00
276 // Cayman Islands Collection of a few hundred mainly mint plus a few dozen philatelic and commercial covers to the 1980’s in a Scott
official album, a couple stockbooks and mounted on exhibit pages. The covers hold a good portion of the value and the stamps contain
S.B. 325.00
many sets, some duplicates and some specialty items like blocks and plate number singles. Worth inspection.
277 / Ceylon Stock in one red counter book from Queen Victoria era to 1946 from a long-closed South Side stamp store. Several hundred
used and some mint stamps in full, partial sets, and singles having duplicates. The stamps are priced but have older catalog values and
thus should be only used as a guide. The condition of the classics vary and need further examination.
S.B. 475.00
274

/

278

/
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281

/

Republic of China Collection in two Scott Specialty album and slipcases running to 1950. The first album contains hundreds of
mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles in black mounts while the second album is virtually empty. The classics
are mixed condition and there are some forgeries too. A popular area offered at a competitive suggested bid.
S.B. 500.00
Peoples Republic of China An assortment in a medium box. Hundreds and hundreds of NH full sets and souvenir sheets appearing
to be from the 1980s to 2000s already identified and cataloged having useful backup. Ready for inclusion into your PRC collection or
for resale.
S.B. 1600.00
Peoples Republic of China NH selection in eleven counter pages already cataloged and prices. Highlights include #1671, 1761,
1647a, 1557-72. Well worth our suggested bid.
Catalog 1280.00
Croatia NDH WW II collection/assortment from 1941-1945 in one carton. Includes a custom-organized collection in a Lighthouse
album and slipcase containing mainly mint regular, commemorative, BOB, souvenir sheets, and sheetlets in black mounts. Involves a
B73-75 Croatian Storm Division perforate souvenir sheet and imperforate singles complete set both are dubious. Of interest are three
sheetlets having error varieties. Also entails a mint sheet file of over 50 extra mint sheetlets mostly in complete sets and a stockbook of
roughly 275 mint Legions of the East B37 souvenir sheets both perforate and imperforate.
S.B. 500.00

Croatia NDH WW II 1942-1944 documents mainly from Zagreb in a medium box. Contains over 500 documents having roughly
300 with revenue/tax stamps with combination of one to five stamps. Excellent selection and difficult to find in such quality in the U.S.
S.B. 130.00
The owner directly imported this lot from Croatia years ago. Do not let this one slip away.
283 // Cuba Messy accumulation roughly from the 1890s to the 1960s in a medium carton. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and
used stamps, revenues, and interesting covers on album, manila stock pages, sales cards, glassines, and loose. Needs reorganization to
see the potential. An eclectic offering that might make you do the danzon.
S.B. 450.00
284 / Cuba Intermediate collection of several hundreds mint and used stamps in a Scott album from 1855 to 1960 in pizza-size box.
Likewise involved are some backup and some mint specialty items.
S.B. 200.00
285 / Czechoslovakia Elementary collection from 1918 to 1982. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets,
singles, and souvenir sheets in three binders. Hard to tell if a collection as collector organized stamps on quadrille pages, stock pages,
and souvenir sheets on counter pages. Also involves a minuscule amount of covers.
S.B. 200.00
282
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Danish West Indies Valuable assortment from the 1860s to 1917 in a slim stockbook. Roughly 140 mixed mint and used stamps
having beneficial backup and a catalog value of $4,400. Easily worth a serious look at the suggest bid.
S.B. 350.00
Estonia Contemporary accumulation from 1992 to the 2002 in one thick stockbook. Hundreds of mostly mint stamps in full, partial
sets and, singles having sufficient backup. Owner’s catalog value of $1,250. Offered to tempt you to bid.
S.B. 120.00
Ethiopia Accumulation from the 1890s to the 1970s in a medium carton. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps
having plenty of backup in four stockbooks. An assortment from an unusual country ripe for the picking.
S.B. 200.00
Ethiopia Assortment from the late 19th Century to the 1970s. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial
sets, and singles having joyful backup in two stockbooks. An unusual country to discover in quantity. Do not miss this opportunity
S.B. 200.00
Falkland Islands Collection 1878 to 1960 in a pizza-size box. Hundreds of mostly mint stamps but also some used in full, partial sets,
and singles in black mounts. Some highlights are mint #20-21, 28-29. Terrific foundation for a decent collection.
S.B. 1500.00

Faroe Islands Accumulation from 1974 to the late 1990s. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps in full, partial
sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets having plenty of backup in two stockbooks. Owner’s catalog value of $5,250. Have some
fun with this fascinating Faroes filatelic finds.
S.B. 650.00
292 / Fiume Collection on homemade pages. Almost 200 mint and used stamps in full and partial sets. Appears to be some better stamps
but also dubious. Please check it out.
S.B. 200.00
293 // France Small group of better items. Includes five mint PEXIP sheets, a mint 1925 Paris Exhibition sheet, 1st days and more, plus a
Belgium 1957 Antarctic sheet on 1st day because there was no where else to put it. Most of the souvenir sheets have small faults. An
easy lot to figure.
S.B. 450.00
294

France Fifteen different imperf sets from the 1990’s. Old Maury catalog is €2085. Good for topicals. All NH VF.
S.B. 140.00
295

French Colonies All different collections from seven colonies in a pizza-size box. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full,
partial sets, and singles from 1931 to 1957 nicely mounted on quadrille pages. French Equatorial Africa is the most value, followed by
Cameroun, and then French Polynesia.
S.B. 1100.00
291

/
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French Colonies Collections/accumulation in one carton. Comprises mint FSAT in a Davo hingeless album from 1958 to 1993 having
highlights of mint #28, C6, C8, and C14. Also includes mint French Polynesia in two Davo hingeless albums from 1958 to 2005 but only
having stamps from 1980 to 1993. Likewise involves a remaindered A-F & S mixed mint and used collection on Minkus pages from the
1890s to 1940s as well as the collector’s extras of French Offices on counter pages and a small stockbook of miscellaneous colonies.
Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets making this a tempting selection for
the French colonial aficionado.
S.B. 375.00
297

French Polynesia Mounted collection in two Palo albums and slipcases from 1892 to 2005. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps
in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Includes most of the difficult to find early sets, then mostly complete having strong
S.B. 850.00
airmails with C77a NH. A popular French colony waiting to cruise home with you.
298

French Southern Antarctic Territory Complete collection from 1955 to 1997 in a Lighthouse hingeless album. Appears to be NH
after spot checking. A popular topical area especially if you like penguins.
S.B. 500.00
299 // Germany 1933-1945 Third Reich collection from the Frugal Philatelist’s (Gilhousen) estate in fifteen, three ring binders. Mixed
mint and used throughout with most all examined mint single stamps being hinged. This group is a work for display that is cleverly
and accurately organized and annotated in his very readable style with his research easily gleaned by beginner and expert alike. Plenty
of power in: regular issues, specialized varieties (both in types and plate faults), charity issues including Winter Relief and OSTROPA
sheets, airmail with necessary Zeppelin issues, Bohemia Moravia, Slovakia, WWII occupations of the period, General Government,
representative zusammendrucke, and illustrative postal stationery and supportive covers. Mainly complete by Scott for the period.
Organized as an historical chronicle of the rise of the Third Reich and Hitler’s rise to power and madness. Shows how propaganda
manipulated the population into the required support of this regime and follows it to the complete collapse of German Nationalism
of the early 20th Century. Demands an in person inspection to locate hidden gems, sleepers, and accurate historical surprises.
S.B. 3000.00
300 // Germany 1919-1932 collection from the Frugal Philatelist’s (Gilhousen) estate in ten, three ring binders. Mixed mint and used with
all examined mint single stamps being hinged. This group is a work in progress cleverly and accurately organized and annotated in his
very readable style with his research easily gleaned by beginner and expert alike. Plenty of power in: regular issues, specialized inflation (nine of the ten binders), mixed mint and used airmail (#C20-C42 etc.), charities, and zusammendrucke. Even includes a handful
of remaindered inflation covers. Demands an in person inspection to locate hidden gems and sleepers.
S.B. 750.00
301 // Germany 1949-1999 Federal Republic collection from the Frugal Philatelist’s (Gilhousen) estate in twelve, three ring binders. Mixed
mint and used with most examined mint single stamps (including the posthorn set) being NH. This group is a work in progress cleverly
and accurately organized and annotated in his very readable style with his research easily gleaned by beginner and expert alike. Plenty of
power in the early post war: regular issues, charities, and zusammendrucke. Even includes a profuse number of FDCs covers some of
S.B. 750.00
which are scarce. An in person inspection to locate the included specialty items is necessary for an educated bid.
296

/

302 // Germany Odd disjointed “Remainder Group” from the Frugal Philatelist’s (Gilhousen) estate in four binders in a small carton. Mainly
Scott listed stamps and covers (1872-1918). Includes many varieties, used with circle date and specialized event cancels, specialized
Michel listed, and covers. Best are the three “Count” semi official airs on and off cover, German Offices and Colonies in alphabetic
and jumbled sections, and the covers, cards, and stationery items illustrating each section. Needs an in person viewing for the extensive
webphotos only tell part of the story.
S.B. 650.00
303 // Germany Allied Occupation collection from the Frugal Philatelist’s (Gilhousen) estate in three, three ring binders. Mixed mint and
used. Includes around 70% of the band and carpet overprints. This “work in progress” group is cleverly and accurately organized and
annotated in his very readable style with his research easily gleaned by beginner and expert alike. The real value is in the covers, hand
selected for their impact and postal history value. Stops right where this period begins to get really interesting. A great lead in to a
complicated piece of postal history.
S.B. 500.00
304 / Germany Two sparsely filled red European ten page stockbooks containing mainly mint stamps from the tumultuous period right
after WWII. Many singles and sets have been removed to Sunday’s session, but plenty of value remains. Most are og sets and singles
with a smattering of NH here and there. Few are expertized, but many have old owner’s marks on their reverses. Includes: band and
carpet overprints, Russian Zone locals and regular issues, French Zone varieties, and a run of mint Building issues. The extensive web
photos help to confirm the value.
S.B. 475.00
305 / German Areas Stockbook well filled with WW2 German occupied areas. Wide variety and a little duplication. Strongest in Serbia
and includes specialty material like gutters, attached labels, used on piece with commemorative cancels, imperfs, etc. Good lot for stock
or lists.
S.B. 650.00
306 // German Areas French Zone collection from the Frugal Philatelist’s (Gilhousen) estate in five, three ring binders. Mixed mint and used
with all examined mint single stamps being hinged. This group is a work in progress cleverly and accurately organized and annotated
in his very readable style with his research easily gleaned by beginner and expert alike. Plenty of power in: general issues, Baden, and
Rhineland-Pfalz with varieties, plate anomalies and interesting covers. Seems to be missing a couple of volumes, for the Wurttemberg
section is very week and missing some of the basic material. Demands an in person inspection to determine a true value. S.B. 600.00
307 / German Areas Baden, Berlin, and General Government collection/assortment in one carton. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds
of mainly mint stamps but also includes some used in full, some partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Baden runs from 1850s to
1949 nicely arranged on five Lindner stock pages. Berlin runs from 1948 to 1990 neatly arranged on 36 black stock pages and in a
Lindner hingeless album complete mint from 1972 to 1985. General Government consists of eight black pages in the same stockbook
as the Berlin. Beneficial to a Occupation aficionado.
S.B. 500.00
308 // German Areas Interesting eclectic group of stamps and covers. Includes better values, labels, cinderellas, rocket mail stamps,
telegraphs, proofs, essays, stationary, philatelic and commercial covers. Strong in Bavaria 3rd Reich especially Brown Ribbon. Needs
inspection.
S.B. 450.00
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309 // German Areas Danzig and plebiscites collection from the Frugal Philatelist’s (Gilhousen) estate in three, three ring binders. Mixed
mint and used. Sparse in places. This reserve group is cleverly and accurately organized and annotated in his very readable style with
his research easily gleaned by beginner and expert alike. Lots of interesting covers to add to the visual appeal. Plenty of power in:
Danzig, Allenstein, Marienwerder, and Schleswig. Fun lot to break down and continue.
S.B. 425.00
310 // German States Most of the collection from the Frugal Philatelist’s (Gilhousen) estate. No Bavaria to speak of. Embraces Baden
through Wurttemberg surprisingly complete (over 90%) for the Scott listed along with a few varieties, circle date and numeral cancels,
specialized Michel listed, marked forgeries, and a few covers. Cleverly and accurately annotated in his very readable style with his
research easily gleaned by beginner and expert alike. Plenty of power in: Baden, Brunswick, Hamburg, Hanover, Lubeck, Mecklenburg,
North German Confederation, Oldenburg, Prussia, Saxony, Schleswig-Holstein, and Wurttemberg. Just enough cheap Bavarian postal
stationery included to make one wonder what happened to the Bavarian stamps. One of the better States groups to pass through here
in a long time in better than usual condition. Perfect for any collection or stock.
S.B. 1000.00
311 // Germany and Berlin One man’s collections filling two cartons. Several intermediate collections have been slightly combined into
mixed mint and used albums often parallel. Many specialized pieces spread over three albums and three stockbooks. Needs to be
thoroughly reorganized and combined into one hingeless album collection. Plenty of useful duplication. Mixed condition. Over 300
German Area covers each saved for a reason add to the huge catalog value. Would be fun to break down and rediscover all the goodies
found in this German delicatessen.
S.B. 425.00
312 // Germany Berlin Collection from the Frugal Philatelist’s (Gilhousen) estate in five, three ring binders. Mixed mint and used
with many examined mint single stamps being NH. All the power is there. This display group is cleverly and accurately organized and
annotated in his very readable style with his research easily gleaned by beginner and expert alike. Lots of FDCs to add to the visual
appeal. Plenty of power in: parallel mint and used black overprints, signed red overprints, Bears souvenir sheet hinged, booklets, zusammendrucke, and many of the 1990 issues. A purposeful in-person inspection will let anyone know that this is one not to be missed.
S.B. 800.00
313 / Germany-Sudetenland Collection of forty-two different souvenir sheets with special “Liberation Overprints” some scarcer examples.
S.B. 750.00
A few with hrs., faults or no gum. Seldom seen in this quantity.
314 // East Germany DDR, and Soviet Zone collection from the Frugal Philatelist’s (Gilhousen) estate in twenty-one, three ring binders.
Mixed mint and used with most examined mint single stamps being hinged in the earlies and NH in the modern. All the power is there.
This display group is cleverly and accurately organized and annotated in his very readable style with his research easily gleaned by
beginner and expert alike. Most issues are represented by FDCs and/or commercial covers to add to the postal history value. Plenty
of power in: parallel mint and used souvenir sheets, unification covers, and the back of the book officials. A purposeful in-person
inspection will let anyone know that this is one of the most complete historical accounts of DDR from inception to absorption.
S.B. 1050.00
315 / Great Britain Collection from 1840 to 1956 on Scott album pages. Hundreds of mainly used stamps including highlights of two
Scott #1, one each #74, 75, and 124. Huge catalog value. Searching might find some of those elusive cancels or varieties that you might
S.B. 650.00
need to complete your collection. Worthy of your attention.
316

Great Britain #33 accumulation in a medium carton. Thousands and thousands of used stamps in huge multiples loose in a small
box waiting to be searched and sorted for plate numbers, varieties, and reconstruction of sheets. Also includes two stockbooks having
one organized nicely by numbers from 71/225 and other having various numbers on pages. Months and months or sorting fun
S.B. 350.00
317

Great Britain Accumulation of 78 x184, 82 (various plates) x595 and 98 x127. All hand selected as better copies with readable
cancels. Includes some on piece and multiples. Offered cheaply.
Catalog 25,000.00
318 / Great Britain Control cylinder number mainly mint assortment in a pizza size box. Includes #210-217 (tear on #217) 187/200,
205-206, 228-229 159/237, 234, 264-265, and 276 all either in singles, pairs, blocks of four or six. Worth your attention to view.
S.B. 100.00
319 / Great Britain and Canada Accumulation in three cartons from a long-closed South Side stamp store. Most of the value is in the
British, Canadian booklets and postal sets to be found in one carton from the 1970s to the 1990s. The other two cartons having eight
binders (3 GB, 5 Canada) containing mint and used stamps from the 1880s to the 1980s in multiples also with postage that needs to be
mined. A postage potpourri.
S.B. 300.00
320 / Great Britain and Colonies A-V red box stock from the 1850 to the 1980s from a long-closed South Side stamp store in two cartons.
Roughly 7,000 sales cards with mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles in multiples having useful backup in eleven red
boxes. One box contains British booklets. Stamps are mostly priced but have older catalog values and thus should be only used as a
S.B. 1250.00
guide. Condition of the classics vary and need examination to come up with the right number.
321 / Great Britain and Colonies Stock in twelve counter books from 1850 to the 1980s from a long-closed South Side stamp store in
one medium box. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles in multiples having beneficial backup. Includes Great Britain having four used Scott #1, Papua, Papua-New Guinea, Jamaica, Pitcairn, and Norfolk
Islands. Most of the stamps are priced but have older catalog values and thus should be only used as a guide. Condition of the some of
the classics will vary and essential to view
S.B. 700.00
322 / Greece Nine different Large Hermes Heads. Mostly mint og or unused. Generally four margin fresh copies.
S.B. 550.00
323 / Greenland Selection from 1938 to 1993. Hundreds and hundreds of mostly mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir
sheets. having abundant amount of backup crammed in a fatso stockbook Owner’s catalog value of $9,500. Suitable for making lots for
the internet or into a terrific stock
S.B. 1500.00
324 / Hungary An interesting holding of a few thousand stamps from 1874 to 1925 in three ancient stockbooks. Sorted by issue and fine
sorted by perfs and watermark varieties. An added bonus are the multiples, three punch hole types and cancel possibilities. Specialist
take note.
S.B. 400.00
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Iceland Holding from the 1870s to 2000 in two fatso and one skinny stockbooks. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having lots of backup. Huge catalog value and earlies have mixed condition. A
most useful selection.
S.B. 1000.00
India States Massive accumulation in a medium box. Thousands of used revenues from various decades of the 20th Century having
enormous duplication from a variety of States already identified and clustered mainly in envelopes. Not often seen in this quality so
Indian revenue collectors take note.
S.B. 150.00
Ireland A fantastic mounted exhibit presenting the first Seahorse issue. The fifty-four pages feature an extensive study on overprint
varieties, reentries, shades, paper and gum types sorted by printers. All is expertly annotated on quadrille pages. Includes many blocks
S.B. 2100.00
and margin copies to show positioning. Truly a joy to view even though the pages have gotten out of order.
Ireland Stock from a long-closed South Side stamp store from 1922 to 2000 in two cartons. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of
mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets in multiples in seventeen counter books/binder and a
medium box (all booklets) Entails lots of demonetized Irish punts postage to count. Most of the stamps are priced but have older catalog
values and should be only used as a guide. A lot not to be missed.
S.B. 900.00
Ireland Booklet selection in two Scott Specialty binders from 1922 to 2016. Roughly 200 booklets mostly running from 1988 to
2016. A nice offering having a bonus of some euro postage. Good addition to any Irish collection.
S.B. 450.00
Ireland Stock from 1922 to 2000 from a long-closed South Side stamp store in one carton. Over 2,000 sales cards in four red boxes
with mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles in multiples. Plenty of demonetized Irish punts postage to count. Stamps are
priced but have older catalog values and should be only used as a guide. Worth a peek at our starting bid.
S.B. 325.00

Ireland Small group of better items. Mainly Seahorses. Mostly F-VF.
Ireland P.O. souvenir folder 1929/1954 F-VF sets.

S.B. 160.00
S.B. 65.00

333 // Israel Collection/accumulation in two cartons. The main collection in two Lindner “T” hingeless albums goes from 1948-1979.
The only power is in the first five pages in the tabbed commemoratives. Around 50% complete for the period making this one a good
intermediate collection ready to work on. Stockbooks of blocks, multiples, mini sheets and the like fill out the rest. Includes a handful
of unmounted precursors, labels, and other Cinderellas that add to the interest. Is it time you started a new collection? S.B. 350.00
334 / Tuscany Collection of thirty mostly different with the only duplicates as mint/used. Good for shade varieties. Includes 5 mint og
signed by Rois, 6 unused, 6a mint og signed by Rois, 15 unused, 20 mint og signed by Rois, 20b mint og signed by Rois, 22 used etc..
Huge catalog total.
S.B. 1800.00
335 / Italy The high end portion of a dealer’s stock of a couple thousand in four 6-ring salesbooks. Mixed mint and used with the usual
progression of more used early and becoming more mint the later it gets. It runs to the early 1960’s but basically ends in the early 1950’s
with minimal duplication. The value is nicely spread out by time period and between regular issues and back of the book. Everything
is a complete set or key value (no short sets). Quality is well above average.
S.B. 2100.00
336 / Italian Areas The high end portion of a dealer’s stock of a few hundred in a 6-ring salesbook. Involves offices and Trieste. The first
mentioned is mint and used, strong in the various Aegean Islands and Turkey. The second is nearly all mint with much NH. Everything
is a complete set or key value (no short sets). Quality is well above average.
S.B. 900.00
337 / Italy and Areas Thousands of stamps in glassines, on stockcards and stockpages. Includes Italy, San Marino, Somalia Trieste,
Fiume and various offices. Some parts are helpful for the NH sets and some parts for cancel searching or overprint varieties.
S.B. 300.00
338 / Italy and Colonies Accumulation of around seventy mint and used stamps from the 1860s to the 1930s. Colonies include Somalia,
Eritrea, Fiume, and Benadir. Good for filing those holes in your worldwide collection and then recycling the rest.
S.B. 250.00
339 / Italian Colonies The high end portion of a dealer’s stock of a few hundred in a 6-ring salesbook. Includes “C” colonies through
Italian Colonies plus Ethiopia and Fiume. Almost all mint and minimal duplication. Everything is a complete set or key value (no short
sets). Quality is well above average.
S.B. 1500.00
340 / Italian Colonies The high end portion of a dealer’s stock of a couple hundred in a 6-ring salesbook. Encompasses “O” to “T”
colonies with Somalia by far the best. All but four items are mint and minimal duplication. Everything is a complete set or key value
(no short sets). Quality is well above average.
S.B. 325.00
341 // Italian States Original research for the classification of the reprints of the Papal State made from the original stones. Includes
an exhibit of over 65 pages put together with examples in multiples of these reprints. Extensive. Detailed. Embraces two volumes (on
three ring loose-leaf pages with original sources of information. The fourth binder contains 11 covers (two outstanding ones) from the
Papal States with markings and used stamps featured. See the extensive web photos.
S.B. 750.00
342 / Italian States A superior stock of several dozen in a salesbook. All higher grade retail level items in better condition than normal with
S.B. 900.00
many being signed. Strongest in the “T” states. Minimal duplication makes this helpful to dealer or collector.
343 / Italian States Small group of all different (some for shades). Very high catalog total. Includes a proof, Parma #12a and Two Sicilies
#14 x3 different shades. All F-VF appearing, only the Parma mentioned has thins o/w sound.
S.B. 375.00
344 // Italy-Trieste One man’s AMG-FTT collection on clean Bush subscription pages in a new type Scott three ring binder. Fairly
complete for the pages. Weak only in the “Bush scarce varieties” sections. Strong basic collection with most of the regularly found
“by Scott” issues neatly hinged to clean, displayable pages. Huge catalog value. Many complete sets. Strong back of the book. Sill
enough empty spaces for a collector to chase completion.
S.B. 400.00
345

Japan Collection from 1940 to 1940 on Scott album pages in a pizza-size box. Around 150 mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles,
and souvenir sheets having highlights of. #422 and 479. Small, compact, and ready to go.
S.B. 600.00
346

Jordan Assortment from 1926 to 1999 in a cigar box. Roughly 125 glassines containing mint full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets
having some backup already identified and cataloged. Owner’s catalog value of $1,850. A not often seen country.
S.B. 220.00
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348

/

Liberia Collection in three gigantic binders from 1860 to 2010 in one carton. Comprises thousands of mixed mint and used stamps
in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets on album pages mainly in black mounts. Loaded with topicals giving you several opportunities either to complete, continue or breakup to sell individually or by the theme.
S.B. 1700.00
Libya The high end portion of a dealer’s stock of a couple hundred in a 6-ring salesbook. All but three items are mint with much
NH and minimal duplication . Everything is a complete set or key value (no short sets). Quality is well above average. S.B. 500.00

Mexico Classic era accumulation. A couple hundred early imperfs saved for their cancels along with an expensive bunch of early
revenues with some on documents. Webphotos are helpful here.
S.B. 325.00
350 / Netherlands and Colonies Accumulation from the 1880s to the 1960s in a cigar box. Roughly 80 #102 sale cards or counter pages
mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles already identified and cataloged having some duplicates. Owner’s catalog value
of $1,790. Colonies includes Antilles and Surinam.
S.B. 180.00
351 / Netherlands East Indies Selection from the 1880s to the 1940s. Around 70 #102 sales cards and counter pages involving mint and
used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles having some backup already identified and cataloged. Owner’s catalog value of $3,085. If
S.B. 260.00
you like or collect this Dutch colony, you need to check it out.
352 // Papua and New Guinea Collection/accumulation housed on seventeen two sided stockpages, small stock and salespages plus loose.
Starts with a helpful selection of the Lakatois and runs to the 1980’s. Mostly mint and features paper, watermark varieties, printings,
multiples along with many NH sets later. Also includes a respectable array of New Guinea lacking the high values. A good start to a
popular area.
S.B. 4000.00
353

Poland 1945 Dachau-Allach, Red Cross souvenir sheet of six, perf. and imperf., never hinged. Wholesale group of 50 of each as
issued. Both sheets are embossed, the imperforate are all on watermarked paper. No errors. Perfect internet wholesale group.
S.B. 550.00
354 / Poland Collection of a few thousand in four stockbooks (two mint NH and two CTO). Runs from 1950 to about 2011 with most of
the value in the NH material.
S.B. 500.00
355 / Poland Album selection in two cartons. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles,
and souvenir sheets having some backup. Includes Lighthouse from 1960 to 2001, Lindner hingeless albums from 1968 to 1984, one
from 1972 to 1989, an old-style Lindner from 1960 to 1993 and a KaBe hingeless from 1918 to 1938. Good for selling by the album or
for building a contemporary collection. Plenty of Polish philately for your viewing.
S.B. 300.00
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Poland 1945 Dachau-Allach, Red Cross 3 souvenir sheets of six, embossed, perforated, imperforated, and error sheet, never
hinged. In the error, the top left green 25pf stamp is inverted and tete beche to the 1 mark grey stamp. Only one out of every 1,000
printed this way. Necessary for every serious Poland collection.
S.B. 160.00
Romania Humongous accumulation from 1859 to the 1980s in a medium carton. Thousands and thousands of mainly mint stamps
in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets already identified and cataloged in glassines or large envelopes having lots of backup. Owner’s
catalog value of $15,750.00. The largest amount of nice Romanian material that we have handled in a while. Become the shaker, mover,
S.B. 1500.00
and market maker for this country. Tons of topical appeal too.
Russia Collection starting in 1902 to 2016 in eleven Scott Specialty albums and slipcases in four cartons. Comprises hundreds and
hundreds of mainly mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets in black mounts. The owner wrote catalog numbers
and values either in ink or pencil on each page. Also a detailed spread sheet inventory in a binder with fairly current catalog values by
the owner is enclosed. Unusual to find a Russian collection so complete to contemporary times. Go for it.
S.B. 1800.00
Russia Collection from the 1870s to 1960 in a Scott Specialty album. Hundreds of mostly mint stamps neatly mounted in full, partial
sets, and singles. Strongest in complete sets from 1946 to 1953. An excellent start to this popular country. Check it out. S.B. 1250.00
Russia Assortment from the 1930s to the 1960s in a pizza-size box. Hundreds and hundreds of mainly different mixed mint and
used stamps in full sets, singles, and strong BOB in a stockbook, partial album pages, and sale card. Owner’s catalog of $5,350. A well
S.B. 750.00
represented lot from this popular country.
Russia Collection from 1944 to 1992 in a well-known promotional company’s album. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps have
much NH in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Owner’s catalog value of $4,800. A good foundation for building a Russian collection
S.B. 750.00
Russia Collection from 1865 to 1991 in one carton. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps custom-organized nicely in eight
binders, albums, and a stockbook having an owner’s catalog value of $5,325.00. Collection could contain many varieties in perforations,
rasters (grills), and colors. Check it out.
S.B. 400.00
Russia Collection in one carton. Comprises two Scott International albums from 1957 to 2002 and two Scott Specialty albums from
1954 to 1981. Albums containing hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets.
Decent starter albums to build a Russian collection.
S.B. 250.00
Russian Areas Collection from 1866 to 1943 on Scott pages in a pizza-size box. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, and singles from Batum, Georgia, South Russia, Offices in China, Turkish Empire, Army of the Northwest
etc. Excellent offering from an often-neglected areas.
S.B. 1400.00
Russia & Areas Collection from 1860 to 1991 in two Scott Specialty albums and slipcases. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mint
and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. An awesomely clean collection worthy of your viewing.
S.B. 450.00
Rwanda Collection of a few thousand to the 2000’s in a stockbook. Looks to be complete but it’s hard to be sure as the arrangement
is not always in order plus some duplicates are scattered throughout. Also, of note are the several unlisted, hard to find imperf sets and
souvenir sheets. All NH F-VF or better.
S.B. 600.00
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367 // Saar Collection in its entirety from the Frugal Philatelist’s (Gilhousen) estate. Nearly complete for the Scott listed (1920-1960)
along with many varieties, used with circle date and specialized event cancels, specialized Michel listed, and covers. Heavily annotated
in his very readable style with his research easily gleaned by beginner and expert alike. Plenty of power: mint #1-17, 19-39, B1-B15,
B16-B60, all the airmails, etc. This well done Saar specialty grouping will enhance any German Area collection.
S.B. 650.00
368 / San Marino The high end portion of a dealer’s stock in a 6-ring salesbook. Includes a couple hundred mainly mint to the mid 1950’s.
Minimal duplication. All sets or key values (no short sets). Condition is better than usually encountered.
S.B. 1100.00
369 / Surinam Holding mostly from 1959 to the 2002 in a pizza-size box. Roughly 180 glassines containing mainly mint stamps in full,
sets, singles, booklets, and souvenir sheets having profitable backup already identified and cataloged. Owner’s catalog value of $2,350.
Always a useful Dutch colony that would be a great addition to your selling repertoire.
S.B. 250.00
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Sweden Comprehensive collection and assortment in two cartons. Embraces thousands of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets,
singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets. Includes a mint collection in three Lindner albums and slipcases from 1860 to 1978 of which
the last two albums are hingeless. Highlights include #197-211, 213-227, and B12-21 to name just a few. Also comprises an used collection from 1860 to 1978 having some interesting cancels. The crème de la crème is the eight stockbooks of booklets organized by
the collector in sequential order from the 1930s to 2015 and the two binders on black stock pages of mint stamps from 1977 to 2005. A
S.B. 800.00
marvelous offering that must be seen to appreciate.
Trieste A and AMG collection on album pages from 1946-1950 in a pizza-size box. Comprises roughly 200 mint stamps in full sets
including BOB. Owner’s catalog value of $1,975.00. A good starter collection.
S.B. 250.00
Trieste A Collection on Marini hingeless pages from 1947 to 1954. Roughly 200 mostly used stamps in partial and full sets. A
collector’s collection needing to find a new home.
S.B. 100.00
Trieste B Assortment in a cigar box. Around twenty glassines containing mint and used stamps in fill sets, singles, and souvenir sheets
from 1948 to 1953 with useful backup.. Already identified and cataloged having a value of $695.50. An often forgotten “Zone” which
will be a great addition to your Yugoslav collection
S.B. 70.00
Tristan Da Cunha Selection from 1952 to the late 1980s. Entails hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps in full, partial sets,
singles, and souvenir sheets having useful backup in two stockbooks. Owner’s catalog value of $2,450. A popular British colony topical
issuer worth exploring.
S.B. 200.00
Vatican City Collection from 1929 to 2017 in fifteen Lindner hingeless albums and slipcases in three cartons. Appears complete
mint collection in five albums. Highlights include #35-40, C16-17, and C20-21. The remaining ten albums contain FDCs, commercial
S.B. 1250.00
covers, postal cards, aerogrammes, and official announcements. A nice offering that you will really enjoy.
Vatican City The high end portion of a dealer’s stock in a 6-ring salesbook. Includes mainly mint to the mid 1950’s. All sets or key
values (no short sets). F-VF throughout.
S.B. 500.00
Vatican City Collection from 1929 to 1988 in two Davo hingeless albums and slipcases in a medium carton. Hundreds of used
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Highlights include #35-40, C16-17, and C20-21. A fairly complete collection
waiting to be completed and for continuation
S.B. 350.00
Vatican City Three cartons filled with at least two collections with issues to the millennium plus brand new White Ace pages to
make a couple more. Sparse on the early part but starting in the late 1940’s contains some of the better items and then largely complete.
Mostly NH F-VF throughout. Also, a UN collection with a #38 sheet as a bonus.
S.B. 300.00
Victoria Stockpage of about seventy different. All og mostly F-VF.
Catalog 2650.00

GENERAL FOREIGN COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
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A bread and butter stock in nine red boxes holding several thousand 102 size salescards. Most countries have issues running to the
1980’s with light or minimal duplication. More used in the early parts and more mint later. One box is dedicated to Germany and area,
one partial box is all Sweden. Other countries of strength are Austria, Belgium, Greece, Hungary and Japan. Would be easy to put out
on your bourse table just as they are for easy profits.
S.B. 1900.00
Approximately 120 stockcards containing mint NH sets with a few short sets. Geopolitically it’s dominated by British. Strong topical flavor dominated by birds and animals. Good compact value.
S.B. 1600.00
Old world collection in two 1913 Schaubek albums put away decades ago. Strong Germany especially States and Colonies. A
serious used collection put together during the 1920s. Huge catalog mixed condition. Uses old German hinges and flour paste to hold
the easily salvageable stamps in place. Includes Cape triangles, Norway #1, Great Britain #142, and plenty more. Was remaindered
slightly for some unknown reason leaving the old albums minus a few pages. Dozens of the Germany and area pages were removed
intact with their stamps and now reside in a small pizza sized box. Enjoy yourself while rediscovering an original World collection
from two generations back.
S.B. 1500.00
Several thousand mostly different on over three hundred cards. Appears to be all complete sets or souvenir sheets generally from
the last few decades. Strong topical flavor especially birds. Should be all NH F-VF or better.
S.B. 1500.00
New issue accumulation of apparently all different from 2001 to 2018. Includes a couple thousand mainly Europe with especially
strong France. Also includes some Far East, ex Soviet states and Africa. All NH, VF with good topical content.
S.B. 1300.00
Four small unrelated country collections. All smallish stamp issuing entities which would be very helpful to the general collector.
Worth a quick peek.
S.B. 900.00
One’s man’s accumulation of over 80 albums and binders in fifteen cartons from the Buckeye State where more was spent on the
albums than on the stamps. Thousands of mostly common stamps that were stored in a basement resulting in so much mint being struck.
Still useful and offered cheaply.
S.B. 850.00
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Worldwide A-Y stock in eight red boxes having approximately 5,000 #104 sale cards from various decades of the 20th Century in
two cartons. Includes mint and used mainly common stamps sometimes in multiples. Already identified and cataloged but values are a
decade old; so they should be used disregarded. Involves Austria, Cuba, Denmark, France, Germany, DDR, Italy, Sweden, etc. InspecS.B. 800.00
tion necessary to calculate a comfortable number.
Fascinating stock in 35 counter books from 1860 to the 1980s from a long-closed South Side stamp store in one carton. Encompasses
hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles in multiples having helpful backup. Involves France
(9 books), Israel (8 books), Vatican (6 books) plus others. The majority of the stamps are priced but have older catalog values and thus
should be only used as a guide. The condition of some of the classics will vary and viewing is recommended.
S.B. 750.00
Ten cartons of intriguing worldwide from the late 19th Century to the 1980s. Thousands and thousands of mixed mint and used
stamps having useable backup in albums, several stockbooks, folder collections, small boxes, envelopes, glassines, several red boxes
and loose. A profitable offering worthy of your attention.
S.B. 750.00
Highly delightful selection from the “Europa” estate running from the 1930s to the 1990s in six cartons. Thousands of mint and
used stamps having pleasant, useful backup in stockbooks, albums, binders, counter books, and small boxes. Includes twelve Canada
year sets from 1985 to 2004, nineteen small counter books containing common Germany, several Western Europe hingeless albums and
remaindered Scott albums, five red boxes of which four have mainly mint already identified, cataloged mint Europa and other material
S.B. 750.00
suitable for resale from the 1960s to 1990s as well as miscellany. Can be broken down nicely for instant profit.

391 // Remainder “end of the line” group of seven heavy cartons from a large consignment. Highlights include: a better than usual UN
collection to 1985 with lots of extra stuff, several beginner and better than beginner foreign collections, mint stamps from New Zealand,
Channel Islands, and Malta in glassines and post office packs, stockbooks and small boxes of duplicates and unprocessed material, “gold
replica” FDCs, and everything else that was lying around after lotting the single lots from this consignment. Plenty of value thousands
and thousands of stamps.
S.B. 750.00
392 / Twelve page Lindner stockbook crammed full with “sorted into country groups” stamps. Mainly used. Many classics. Huge
catalog value. Strongest in Cape of Good Hope and Austria, but good value in Cuba, India and States, Indo China, Hungary, and South
America. Check out the webphotos.
S.B. 700.00
393 / Five heavy cartons of world wide material in various albums, stockbooks, glassines and 102 size cards. Best is a topical collection
that is space related in two large binders, a couple of old beat up “Brownies” and a Switzerland collection in a Scott Specialty album
S.B. 650.00
hiding a mint NH PAX set.. Interesting mix of material and plenty of it.
394 / Worldwide Folder collections from the 1880s to the 1980s in two cartons. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, and singles on album pages in over twenty-five small three ring binders. Includes British, French colonies,
Western, Eastern Europe, and Latin America. Ready to rock and roll as country unit sales.
S.B. 650.00
395 / Worldwide Estate balance in 13 unsearched by us, banker’s boxes. Includes albums (from empty to hundreds of stamps), stockbooks
(dozens), approval books, stockpages, folder collections, cover groups, loose country collection pages, glassines, and just more unsorted
stuff. Thousands of collectable stamps. Good variety of countries with an occasional interesting piece. Should be viewed in person to
S.B. 650.00
form an adequate estimate of value. Heavy.
396 / Odd and unusual country groupings in two sixteen page stockbooks filling 21 pages. Includes sorted country groups of: Philippines,
Bhutan, and Liberia. Mixed, but better than usual, condition. Light duplication. Everything has been meticulously catalogued with an
owner’s value of $6,866.60. Some sets and better singles (especially in Philippine Airs) included. Hundreds of collectible stamps.
S.B. 650.00
397 / Fifteen volume Scott international collection arranged alphabetically to about 1980. Most books are fairly sparse with an occasional
heavy populated section. The pages are clean, the books are serviceable but beginning to collapse under their own weight.
S.B. 600.00
398 / Seven six ring salesbooks with many hundreds randomly arranged. Includes many better values sprinkled in and around early
1980’s promotional errors, other Scott unlisted, plus items that need certificates or dubious at best. There is duplication but, it’s hard to
determine how much because it’s spread out amongst the books. Worth figuring.
S.B. 550.00
399 / Worldwide Collection in eighteen Minkus albums from the 1880s to the 1970s in four cartons from the Europa estate. Thousands
of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Albums run from moderately full to somewhat sparse
S.B. 550.00
but still plenty of value to make this an offering that might be hard to refuse. Take a look
400 / Five small boxes and four books in a large carton. The Hong Kong of NH sets and souvenir sheets is the best followed by the
Germany in a stockbook. Also includes on and off paper etc.. Easy profit if sold as nine units at stamp shows or on the internet.
S.B. 550.00
401 / Intriguing worldwide selection in four cartons. Includes a mint Faroe Islands collection from 1975 to 2015 in two White Ace albums,
1980 Queen Mother, 1981 Royal Wedding collections, and a three binder collection containing mint and used stamps British colonies;
a little messy on album pages or stock pages from the 1870s to the 1960s. Also involves mint British colonies in several binders and
on black pages having full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets from the 1960s to 1980s, subscription items, a small selection of unused
black stock pages plus miscellany. A well rounded holding.
S.B. 500.00
402 / Worldwide assortment of thousands from various decades of the 20th Century in two cartons. One carton consists of hundreds
of mint sets semi-sorted into six pizza size boxes which includes British Asia and Far East material. The second carton includes a mishS.B. 500.00
mash from all corners of the globe. Viewing recommended.
403 / A carton of collections that did not make the cut as individual lots. Russia is the best having used and CTO sets and singles to 1964.
Also, France, Indonesia, and Italy is specialty albums having mid-range stamps throughout. Includes a pizza-size box of unmounted
France and a Crete collection loose on Scott pages. Needs to find a new home.
S.B. 500.00
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Worldwide collection in twenty-four Scott International albums from the early 1900s to roughly 1990 in seven cartons. Hundreds
and hundreds of mint and used stamps in partial, full sets, and singles. The majority of the albums are sparsely populated offering the
opportunity to start and to fill them up with stamps.
S.B. 500.00
Eleven cartons of miscellaneous worldwide roughly from the 1880s to the 1980s from a long-closed South Side stamp store. Hundreds and hundreds of basically common mint and used stamps in partial, full, sets, singles, and souvenir sheets in multiples having
ample amount of backup in stock, counter books, albums, manila envelopes etc. Includes Germany, Austria, Israel, and United Nations
(in six of the cartons). Basic material easy to integrate into bourse bargain boxes.
S.B. 475.00
Worldwide assortment from the 1880s to the 1980s in six cartons. Thousands of basically common mint and used stamps having
duplication in albums, binders, stockbooks, and approval books. About half is Germany and the other half from the usually encountered
S.B. 475.00
countries. Needs to find a new, caring home.
Four cartons filled with mixed contents. Much useful such as a respectable France collection in a Scott specialty album, an Isle of
Man collection in three Lindner hingeless albums with slipcases, stockbook of Cocos Is., two volume A to Z collection, several hundred philatelic and commercial covers. This is surrounded by the typical ballast that a general collector seems to accumulate.
S.B. 450.00
Sixteen counterbooks with many hundreds randomly arranged. Includes many better values sprinkled in and around early 1980’s
promotional errors, other Scott unlisted, plus items that need certificates or dubious at best. There is duplication but, it’s hard to determine
how much because it’s spread out amongst the books. Needs inspection.
S.B. 450.00
Grotesque ten volume World collection on old Minkus pages. Dirty, dusty, written in, and abused before it was rescued from a fire.
Contains thousands and thousands of stamps 1850-1980. Not all are different, with lots of duplicates of common stamps shingled to
roughly beef up the count of stamps. Pencil notations abound often confusing the collection. Probably some hidden gems, but we found
only common packet stamps and a few commercial mail covers. Along for the ride is one carton of duplicates and the “to be put in”
group that was jumbled together. Lots of common foreign stamps to be rescued into somebody’s world albums.
S.B. 425.00
The foreign portion from a primarily U.S. consignment in three cartons. Includes a respectable Canada collection in three White
Ace albums, eight sparsely filled Scott specialty albums which are mainly Latin America, plus some other types and subscription offerings.
S.B. 400.00
Better than usual two country general foreign lot. Canada (sparse 1965-2000) contains better mint and used with parallel Bluenose
singles and dollar value commemoratives along with a representative Provinces group. The Iceland has plenty of earlies along with a
bunch of mint modern sets. A few covers enhance the prodigious catalog value. Easy to recycle.
S.B. 400.00
Postage and first day covers from a medium sized estate. Postage is in three groups: Canada with a full carton of year sets (highest
face), UN,, and US (lowest face), uncounted in year sets, post office folders, and scrap. The covers are from the same three areas with
the hundreds of modern. Canada is the most striking while the same number of modern US are mainly uncacheted and unaddressed. A
few stamp stragglers and foreign covers add to the total tonnage. Heavy (around 120 pounds) in four cartons.
S.B. 400.00

413 // Four cartons of worldwide aggregation encompassing thousands of mint and used stamps having lots of backup. Stamps are
mainly in stockbooks, binders, small, cigar boxes, folders, and envelopes appearing to run from the late 19th Century to the 1980s.
Spotted some covers sprinkled throughout which appear to track from common to interesting postal history. Searching recommended
to come up with a comfortable number.
S.B. 400.00
414 / Assortment of worldwide from the 1890s to the 1970s in four cartons. Entails hundreds and hundreds of mainly packet or approval
mint and used stamps in partial, full sets, and singles in three each Citation and Harris albums that are full in spots but also sparse in
S.B. 375.00
other areas. Also includes several other albums, binders, glassines, and miscellany.
415 // Thought-provoking worldwide collection assortment in four cartons. Consists of eight Scott Specialty albums of which three are
Eastern, Southern Europe, four are Central, South America both to 1972, and one for French Africa. Album are sparsely populated but
useful. Also entails a binder collection on album pages having hundreds and hundreds of common mint and used stamps, a binder of
golden replicas, and over 200 common US FDCs from the usual years
S.B. 375.00
416 / Fourteen Scott Specialty albums from the 1860s to the 1970s in four cartons. Hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets,
and singles. Many of the albums are sparsely populated and two are completely devoid of stamps. Clean albums ready for filling with
an old fashioned philatelic hinging party
S.B. 350.00
417 / Two volume Scott International 1849-1960. One owner original collection. Mixed condition. Hinged. Clean, but pencil marked
album pages make recataloging a breeze. Remaindered of almost all of the Italy and Area leaving the pages here almost devoid of
stamps. Includes: used France #37 and mint Switzerland #B119 and B132. Easily continued expensive to replace albums off to a good
start.
S.B. 325.00
418 // Worldwide collections in two cartons. Comprises three Scott International albums from the late 19th Century to the 1950s having
hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Also includes a Japan collection in a Scott
Specialty album to the 1970s and a binder containing Boy Scout topical material of stamps and U.S. and worldwide event covers and
S.B. 325.00
FDCs mainly from the 1950s to the 1980s. Worth checking out.
419 // All the viable stuff from a basement estate extraction in three cartons. Lots of stuff with hundreds of miscellaneous stamps. The
best parts are the several dozen useful ephemera pieces including a New York Herald paper from April 15, 1865 that speaks of Lincoln’s
shooting, a couple hundred US and foreign covers only a few of which are better than dollar covers, and a hundred or so golden age
PPCs mixed in with modern era cards. Offered as is. Condition varies.
S.B. 300.00
420 / Left overs and “not quite single lots” from the Aurora estate in one carton. Highlights include: Netherlands collection that is better
than beginner in a clean hingeless Schaubek album to 1970 with a few surprises, world souvenir sheets (up to $80 cat each), and topical
new issues from around the world in two small boxes. A few small presentation packs beef up the interest. Plenty to lot in a small lot
like this.
S.B. 280.00
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421 / Small group of mostly mint better items. Strong in British.
S.B. 270.00
422 // Six cartons holding the remains of the dregs of an old estate. Albums from sparse to empty, pulled and mishandled pages from
others, stockbooks, shoeboxes, and cigar boxes full of loose stamps, and even an encapsulated coin from an old shipwreck are awaiting
rediscovery. Don’t get too excited for this is a lot you will go through once sorting out much of it for the “Groot Man’s” recycling truck
S.B. 250.00
before enjoying the limited fruits of this labor.
423 /FDC Two cartons of new issue material mostly from 2000 onwards having much from 2006. Entails mint full sets, souvenir sheets, FDCs,
presentation packs, maxim cards, and booklets. from Great Britain, Ireland, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, US Trust Territories, UN,
and a little bit of US. Good topicals. Offered at a fraction of original owner’s cost.
S.B. 250.00
424 / Collector cleaning house accumulation in a medium carton. Embraces hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps from the
1880s to the 1980s having plenty of useful backup on album, stock, counter pages, glassines, sale cards and a stockbook. Includes
French colonies spotting Antarctic Territory, Lebanon, St Pierre et Miquelon, Latin America and from various corners of the globe. A
fun lot to sort, hinge what you need for your collection, and then recycle the rest. Examination required.
S.B. 250.00
425 // Worldwide small assortment in a pizza-size box. Involves a hundred or so mint stamps from Poland from the 9120s to 1970s including
#251 (gum problems), B29, and B29C, some Polish and worldwide covers plus miscellany. A very eclectic lot.
S.B. 250.00
426 // Final gasp of the Sun kissed holding in six cartons. Three are non descript covers. The other three are the leftovers, stuff that did not
fit into other lots, and a few things that were just too small for other groups. Some value in the couple thousand covers mainly FDCs
and foreign mail. The stamps and there are thousands are in Florida fresh mixed conditions probably put away in a garage for at least
the last dozen years. Few if any surprises, but look for yourself.
S.B. 240.00
427 / Small worldwide lot of fakes, forgeries, short sets, heavy hinged sets, damaged, misidentified, and lonely mid value singles that
were not quite good enough to make single lots. Surprising worldwide coverage. Plenty of appeal for the nondiscriminating collector.
S.B. 220.00
428 // Eight cartons of hundreds and hundreds of common mint and used worldwide stamps from a general collector who loved creating
individual collections using printed album pages in three ring binders. Basically, low end material but still plenty of stamps to satisfy your
philatelic tastes. Three cartons consist of mostly common US covers from the late 19th Century to the 1990s. Offered appropriately.
S.B. 220.00
429 / End of the line caboose lot form the sun “kissed” estate in twelve cartons. Encompasses thousands of common mixed mint and used
stamps in sparse albums, stockbooks, binders, folders, envelopes etc. having plenty of backup mainly from the early 1900s to various
S.B. 210.00
latter decades of the 20th Century. All aboard and happy trails.
430 / Worldwide assortment consisting of roughly 225 folders from the late 19th Century to the 1970s in our largest carton. Thousands
of basically common mint and used stamps mostly on stock pages in the folders having more backup that you can shake a stock at. The
majority are from Germany, Austria, Canada, Great Britain, Austria, and Hungary. The folders have older catalog prices which should
be disregard when you calculate a bid. Moneymaker either selling by the folder or at a nickel table.
S.B. 180.00
431 / Last minute arrival/find in a pizza size box. Spotted British colonies and Western Europe. Searching will be fun as we did not have
the time to thoroughly examine. A gambler’s lot.
S.B. 150.00
432 / Compact selection in a medium carton. Hundreds of mint and used stamps having backup consisting of a Philippines stockbook from
the 1880s to the 1970s, Germany almost complete used collection in a Lindner hingeless album and slipcase from 1987 to 1994 and
around forty souvenir sheets or large pieces from the 1950s to 1980s plus miscellany.
S.B. 140.00
433

/

434



Worldwide revenue accumulation from the late 19th Century to the 1940s in a medium box. Comprises a grouping of Great Britain
on documents, album pages and loose, another grouping of Hungary mainly on documents between the two world wars and two cigar
boxes of miscellaneous worldwide. A fun lot to sort and for the bidders to come up with a comfortable bid.
S.B. 140.00
Worldwide on paper mixture in seven cartons. Thousands of used stamps having ample backup assorted in business size envelopes
and mostly in #10 size boxes. Stamps were sorted by the owner by catalog number and by country. Generally, from the 1970s to early
1990s. Involves Germany/Berlin, Switzerland, Faroe Islands, Finland, Iceland, Austria, Great Britain, Luxembourg, Netherlands, and
S.B. 100.00
Norway plus miscellany. Become an instant nickel table dealer.

UNITED STATES COVER ACCUMULATIONS
435



Postal history display sales suitcase (16 x 22 x 5 inches) containing between 700-850 folded letters and stampless covers. Was
once part of the extensive holding by a postal history dealer from the Midwest known for his excellent cover stock. Over half are identified, sleeved, and priced (most $25-$200). Huge marked retail. Many, probably most, have intact historic letters that have never been
transcribed and are eagerly sought after by genealogy researchers and ancestor seekers. Lots of better strikes, markings and destinations that were long ago sorted into States of origin order. Now relatively mixed up with just a few foreign origins noted. Huge upside
S.B. 2500.00
potential for years of research into the 1820-1860 period of American history.

436



437



United States Civil War Patriotic covers from the stock of a large Midwest cover dealer’s estate. Around 85 fully cacheted with
another 150 or so never mailed examples. Condition varies. Some repairs. Interesting markings and cachets abound. The webphotos
only tell part of the story that an in person perusal will reveal.
S.B. 2200.00
United States Assortment from the 1850s to the 1960s in three large cartons. About 4,500 commercial covers, postal stationery, and
postcards in eight cover boxes having many sleeved and priced ready to sell. Includes a grouping of advertising and covers organized
by some states. Runs the gambit of somewhat common to very interesting. Viewing recommended in order to calculate properly. Do
not let this lot get away as it is a moneymaker.
S.B. 2000.00
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An engaging assembly of over 170 better old covers from the prairie estate. Ranging from the 1850’s to the 1910’s this group is
heavily populated with hand selected items over the years to include various issues, rates, cancels, auxiliary markings, and destinations.
Condition varies quite a bit so careful viewing is recommended. A great batch to pass around and discuss with your cover buddies.
S.B. 1700.00
The end of the line monstrosity consisting of over 1550 covers from the prairie estate. Includes the good, the bad, and the indifferent.
An enjoyable amount of a variety of cancels, auxiliary marks, originations, and destinations. Sure to please a budding collector/accumulator of lower priced items hunting for the diamond in the rough. Good luck.
S.B. 1300.00
United States Cover assortment from the 1890s to the 1950s in one large carton and one cover box. Approximately 1,500 covers,
postcards, and FDCs comprising 1/3 naval, 1/3 airmail, railroad, and 1/3 older FDCs, and miscellany mainly sleeved and priced. A
cover aficionado potpourri to contemplate.
S.B. 1250.00
Norse-American (620-621) FDCs. 620 x19, 621 x12, both on one cover x6, a total of 37 in all. Good mix of Washington, D.C., and
various other places around Minnesota. Perfect for the collectors of this elusive seafaring topical and early US FDC.
Catalog 1000.00
United States Cover selection from the 1920s to the 2000s in twelve cartons from a long-closed South Side stamp store. Roughly
8,000 clean FDCs, First Flights, and Event covers having amply backup. Two cartons are mainly Topicals and one carton is mostly First
Flight covers. An alluring assortment that will tempt any cover aficionado.
S.B. 650.00
A large holding of over 900 advertising covers and postal cards. Includes an assortment illustrated ads, corner return addresses (many
stamp dealers were sported) and reverse art work. Good variety and the condition is very mixed. A true starter assembly for someone
getting ready to take the plunge.
S.B. 650.00
Small but mighty group of flown airmail covers mainly from the 1930s. 95% US. At least 25 are C18 flight covers with various
cachets and cancels. Also includes other common Zeppelin flights, a couple of catapult and rocket mail covers, and a dozen or so airport
dedication and first flights. Around 120 in all offered at a price that will excite many bidders. Have a look.
S.B. 750.00
A rattling military orientated accumulation of over 140 covers. Includes Civil War patriotics, Spanish American patriotics, WWI,
camps. forts, etc. from the prairie estate. Note that Sixty-five of the 140 are unused Civil War patriotics. Condition is quite mixed. Good
S.B. 550.00
bunch for the battle hardened weary cover warrior.
A rip snorting accumulation of over 190 foreign destination 19th and 20th century covers from the prairie estate. Most are heading
to Europe however there is a pleasing number heading to all corners of the earth. Condition is all over the board as you might expect.
A fun grouping if there ever was one. Happy hunting.
S.B. 550.00
United States Fantastic advertising selection from 1870 to 1997 in a medium carton. Owner’s count of 361 covers nicely annotated
with background information and mounted on pages. Categories include Financial, Education, Government, Wearables, Construction,
Lodging, General Retailers, Commission Merchants, and various miscellaneous. A super offering having good variety, but which also
needs your attention as condition is a factor on some covers. If you enjoy or collection advertising this lot might put a smile on your
face.
S.B. 450.00
Eleven Civil War era covers. Two are mint patriotic entires, one Magnus 1862 letter, two Confederate pairs on cover, four more unstamped Confederates, and two soldiers letters with #65. All are scanned.
S.B. 425.00
United States Cover selection from the 1930s to the 1960s in six cover boxes and one medium carton. Roughly 4,500 airmail related
items consisting of mostly first flights, airport dedication events having useful duplication. A few nonairmail covers may have snuck
on board. Onward and upward.
S.B. 400.00
United States Accumulation from the 1850s to the 1990s in four cartons from a long-closed SouthSide stamp store. Approximately
3,000 commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards. Most of the postcards are mainly American nicely arranged in two red boxes
but there is a small holding of foreign that must have been snuck across the border to join this lot. Also includes some nuggets of interesting postal history including a dozen folded letter covers. Offered accordingly.
S.B. 350.00
An interesting assembly of well over 150 stampless covers from the prairie estate. Beneficial variety of states and auxiliary markings.
Great lot to acquire and peruse with your stampless cover buddies.
S.B. 300.00
United States “Northeast” cover accumulation in two large cartons. Owner’s count of approximately 5,000 FDCs, event covers
and postal card ranging from the 1930s to 1990s with most from the 1960s to 1980s. Includes New York, Pennsylvania, Connecticut,
Massachusetts, Hew Hampshire, Maine, and Vermont. Roughly 75% are cacheted and half are addressed having duplication. Super for
the regional collector or seller.
S.B. 300.00
United States Civil War assortment consisting of over thirty covers in a medium box. Includes four Confederate States (one is in a
picture frame), over twenty mainly unused Union Patriotics, regular envelopes without Patriotics, and some letters only. Letters make
for some interesting historical reading. Conditions various from cover to cover from rough to A-OK. Needs examination to come up
with a comfortable number.
S.B. 290.00
United States WW II Patriotic selection consisting of owner’s count of 440 covers. Good variety; seems mostly different. An interesting, historical lot.
S.B. 280.00
United States Attractive accumulation from 1929 to the 1930s of C11 (the Beacon) having owner’s count of over 300 covers with
one or more of the “Beacon” stamps. Contains many plate singles and position pieces. Wide variety of first flights and airport dedications having a few commercial covers. A captivating lot.
S.B. 270.00
United States Accumulation in three large cartons from the 1850s to the early 2000s. Contains hundreds and hundreds of common
FDCs, event, commercial, personal correspondence covers, and postal stationery. After weeding through the common stuff, mining
might result in a few surprises.
S.B. 200.00
A petite pile of express covers from the prairie estate. Includes sixteen Well Fargos, five being unused, two Pacific Union, a Northern
Pacific , and a lone United States Express Co. label in a document. Condition is mixed. An easy lot to figure for anyone that collects
this type of thing.
S.B. 200.00
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An innocent bunch over 400 Banknote covers from the prairie estate. Includes mostly 2¢ brown or 3¢ green issues and we did not
look for grills. Variety of towns, cancels (some fancy), and auxiliary markings. Condition is quite mixed. A good lot for someone who
likes this sort of thing.
S.B. 200.00
A lively accumulation of around 250 First Day covers from the prairie estate. Vast majority are from the 1930’s with a few 1920’s,
1940’s and even a couple of modern Federal Ducks. Almost are cacheted, there is just a bit of duplication here and there. Also includes
complete sets of matching cachets and single issues with a variety of cachets. Pretty clean assembly and a worthwhile group to acquire
and build upon.
S.B. 190.00
A fanciful assembly of over 170 3¢ imperf 1850 issues from the prairie estate. Nice mixture of multiples, cancels and markings with
images some of the better available. Probably a vast majority are # 11’s but who knows, there could be some #10’s or 10As sprinkled
around as we did not take the time to check. Condition is mixed. Happy hunting.
S.B. 170.00
A collection of 106 almost all different WWII patriotic covers from the prairie estate. Mostly multicolored and clean.
S.B. 100.00
An alert group of over two hundred of the design type A25, 3¢ 1861-1868 issues on cover from the prairie estate. Pleasing variety
of cancels and auxiliary markings, nevertheless there is an abundance of the simple target cancels. We did note a fair number of grills
S.B. 100.00
were present however, we left the measuring of the sizes for the curious and patient viewers.
Small group of WWII era US covers,. Around 180 of the 225 covers are to and from servicemen. Includes events, patriotic, historic
days, soldier’s mail, etc. The others are earlier and later saved for some reason with the rest. Interesting slice of WWII postal hisS.B. 100.00
tory.
Alaska and Yukon cancelled assortment from the 1930s in cigar box. Consists of 49 postal cards, covers, and postcards of which
42 are from Alaska and 7 are from the Yukon. Interesting postal history lot.
S.B. 95.00

CONFEDERATE STATES COVER ACCUMULATIONS
465



Small group of around 30 Confederate states covers. All but three have stamps. Many faults; some are quite faulty. Enough presentable covers to be a nice lot for the Confederate postal history collector.
S.B. 325.00

466



A spiffy group of 25 Confederate covers from the prairie estate. Includes mostly #12’s, many are pen cancelled. One is unused on a
patriotic and a lone Macon Georgia Postmaster Provisional (as is). Condition is mixed with some quite faulty. A simple presentation.
S.B. 200.00

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS COVER ACCUMULATIONS
467



An eclectic bunch of over 60 United States Possession and related cover and some post cards from the prairie estate. The strength
is in Hawaii (includes a little batch of mint postal stationary and postal cards) then Canal Zone. Most are during the actual possession
time period is a bit reaching out a bit later. Condition is mixed. Lots of possibilities will come to light.
S.B. 100.00

UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN COVER ACCUMULATIONS
468 /FDC United States and General Foreign Accumulation from the 1860s to the 1980s in two cartons. Roughly 1,000 covers, FDCs, postal
stationery, and postcards. Consists of mostly U.S. material having a foreign sampler. Covers run from common to interesting. Offered
appropriately.
S.B. 950.00
469

Cover and postal history group of around 600 different covers and cards most residing in seven cover albums. Quite an eclectic
bunch that includes: US baby Zepp covers, German and US catapults, Wells Fargo California covers, advertising covers, Civil War
unfranked patriotics, 19th century covers with letters, a few Civil War documents, Germany post WWII covers, odd usages, and much,
much more. The only caveat is condition which is quite mixed with a multitude of faults. Still this “as is” lot has much to offer to a
budding postal historian.
S.B. 950.00
470

United States and General Foreign Accumulation from 1928 to the early 1970s having an owner’s count of 4,000 First Flight covers in three cartons. About 80% are from the US offering a variety of flights and destinations. A useful selection.
S.B. 850.00
471 /FDC United States and General Foreign Accumulation in five cartons. Around 2,500 commercial covers, FDCs, postal stationery, postcards, and ephemera from the late 19th Century to the 1980s. Includes some motivating, mesmerizing postal history that the owner
sorted into several medium pizza size boxes, binders, and loose. By digging you might unearth some treasures. Entails an assortment of
missionary correspondence from the 1950s to mid-1960s from the Belgian Congo/Congo having many with interesting frankings. Also
involves a long white box of US WW II soldier ephemera mainly from Cicero, or Chicago Illinois. A profit potential at our suggested
bid.
S.B. 850.00
472

Small accumulation of Zeppelin covers and cards in a small pizza size box. Mixed condition. Highlights include: Zeppelin flight
covers with a few better (Liechtenstein, Hungary and a mark Polar Flight cover) and well over 80 Acron and Macon covers. Look close
there are a couple of fronts along with DOX and Catapults. In person viewing recommended.
S.B. 650.00
473 /FDC United States and General Foreign Accumulation mainly from the 1940s to the 1990s in eight of our largest cartons. Thousands
and thousands of basically common FDCs, commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards having huge duplication. Seven of the
cartons are full while the eighth carton is only 1/3 full. Contains a small selection of foreign. Pound for pound a great value if you can
use this type of material.
S.B. 550.00
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474 /FDC United States and General Foreign Cleanout accumulation in seven cartons. Thousands of FDCs, commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards from the 1860s to the early 2000s. Plenty of interesting, saleable material after you weed out the common stuff.
A gambler’s lot.
S.B. 450.00
475

Owner’s count of 1,900 Space cacheted covers in two cartons. Roughly 900 from Germany 1950s to 1990s having concentration
mostly from the 1960s to 1980s including Helios, Symphonie and Soviet Flights observance. U.S. involves around 375 Manned covers
with Apollo, mainly Skylab, ASTP, and Planes for Shuttle preparations. Also entails about 625 U.S. Rockets, and Satellites mainly from
the1970s. Superb from resale.
S.B. 450.00
476

/

477 /FDC
478 /FDC
479 /FDC
480 /FDC
481 /FDC
482 /FDC
483 /FDC
484 /FDC
485 /FDC

486 /FDC
487 /FDC

Ten cover cartons loaded with US and Foreign postal stationery. Most is unused, but with enough earlier used to justify its mention.
Well over 10,000 (guess) items with good variety and countries. A goodly amount of tied up US face. Sure is a lot of it!
S.B. 400.00
United States and General Foreign Covers in five humongous cartons. Around 10,000 covers (guess). Highlights include: FDCs,
commercial, event, and the like; from old to new. Looks like fresh dollar covers to us, so offered cheaply to make easy internet and
bourse sales possible.
S.B. 400.00
United States, United Nations, and worldwide selection in twelve cartons from the “sun kissed” estate. Thousands and thousands
of basically common FDCs, Event, commercial covers, and postal stationery from the 1920s to the 1990s. A bulky holding needing to
find a new home. Is it yours?
S.B. 375.00
United States and worldwide selection in three cartons. Between 1,550 to 2,000 FDCs, commercial covers, postal stationery, and
postcards from the late 19th Century to the 1980s. Runs the gambit from common, to interesting, to very enthralling postal history.
S.B. 350.00
Offered to tempt you to bid.
United States, United Nations, and worldwide accumulation in eleven cartons from the “sun kissed” estate. Comprises thousands
and thousands of essentially common FDCs, Event, commercial covers, and postal stationery running mainly from the 1920s to the
1990s. A massive holding waiting to rocket directly to your address. Take a glance.
S.B. 325.00
United States, United Nations, and worldwide selection in ten cartons from the “sun kissed” estate. Contains thousands and thousands
of fundamentally common FDCs, Event, commercial covers, and postal stationery mostly from the 1930s to the 1990s. Enough basic
material to tempt you. A fall sorting fiesta.
S.B. 300.00
United States, United Nations, and worldwide assortment in thirteen cartons from the “sun kissed” estate. Thousands of FDCs,
Event, commercial covers, and postal stationery roughly from the 1930s to the 1990s. Overwhelmingly consists of subscription items
S.B. 270.00
in binders. A heavy lot of common material but pound for pound a value if you can use it.
United States and worldwide assortment in four cartons from the “sun kissed” estate comprising of roughly several thousand. Half
of the cartons are primarily U.S First Flight, Ship, and Antarctic covers from the 1930s to the 1960s while the rest are miscellaneous U.
S. and worldwide common FDCs, commercial covers, and postal stationery mostly from the 1930s to the 1990s.
S.B. 250.00
United States and worldwide accumulation in two cartons. Roughly 2,000 mainly U. S. FDCs, event covers, and WW II Patriotics
S.B. 230.00
from the 1930s to 1947 as well as a selection of worldwide from the 1960s to 1980s. A Buckeye bonanza.
United States and worldwide selection in twelve cartons from the “sun kissed” estate. Nine cartons are subscription items and golden
replicates from the 1970s to 1990s and three cartons (one carton is all US postal cards useful for ballast for driving in the winter) containing hundreds and hundreds of primarily common FDCs, Event, commercial covers, and postal stationery mostly from the 1950s to
the 1990s. Useful to someone.
S.B. 180.00
United States and worldwide assortment in two cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of common to interesting commercial covers, FDCs,
postal stationery, and postcard roughly running from the 1850s to the 1980s. Beneficial for sorting for internet lots and then selling the
leftovers on a dollar table.
S.B. 130.00
United States and mainly Great Britain selection in four cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of US and some UN FDCs in albums
from 1950s to the 1980s, a carton of Great Britain FDCs in albums from the 1970s and 1980s and around fifty British numismatic FDCs
from the 1990s to 2009 having demonetized 50 pence to five pounds coins plus miscellaneous worldwide. Offered appropriately.
S.B. 120.00

COVER ACCUMULATIONS BY COUNTRY
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British Over fifty KGVI period covers. Generally, 1st days or philatelic types. Wide variety of colonies represented including Falkland
Is., Virgin Is., Pitcairn Is., Grenada etc.. A highly desirable group.
S.B. 325.00
Republic of China Original missionary correspondence accumulation from 1947-1948 in a pizza size box. Around one hundred
forty covers mostly mailed to the Mennonite Central Committee in Akron, PA or a bank in Philadelphia. Covers are in varying stages
of condition with many having tears some which are severe, damaged stamps, or original tape on their edges.
S.B. 600.00
Republic of China The last remnants of the Peninsular estate of Chinese covers. Includes fronts, reduced, stamps missing in
some examples, and condition issues. Still a fair number of covers that are complete and presentable. Over 75 items in all. Fine
S.B. 150.00
Croatia NDH WW II Philatelic, Exhibition, and postal cards selection from 1941 to 1944. Entails around 80 covers and three
autographed folders having a good variety arranged nicely in a binder. Of added interest are roughly 100 commercial covers from 1991
to 1995 also arranged neatly in a binder from the time of the Croatian Independence struggle. Includes several covers with Yugoslav
S.B. 375.00
stamps but having Croatian town cancels. Difficult to find these contemporary covers in this quantity.
Germany Accumulation of over twenty postwar locals, both official and private types. All are philatelic creations, some of which
appear to have gone through the mail. The best item is Glauchau 20-29 with a certificate. Everything is interesting and saleable.
S.B. 550.00
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Germany Railway cancel accumulation ranging from the late 19th Century to the early 1960s. Consists of owner’s count of 460
covers, postal cards, and postcards having the majority in the inflation or 3rd Reich periods. Includes a few France and Austria for
comparison. A fascinating lot.
S.B. 200.00
German Areas All the leftover covers from the Frugal Philatelist’s (Gilhousen) estate in various ring binders filling a large
carton. Mixed first days, commercial, and flight covers. Many in less than perfect condition except for the Lepzig Fair collection in
three binders. Around 450 covers in all with small pockets of: Building issues, censored, rohrpost, early post WWII, and Trans Atlantic
flights. Should be a bargain at our suggested bid.
S.B. 500.00
German Areas Old world cover and used postal stationery accumulation of over 300 items put away decades ago. Strong Germany especially States and Colonies. A serious collection put together during the 1920s. Huge catalog in mixed condition. Uses old
German hinges, mucilage and flour paste to hold the easily salvageable entires and covers in place in an old turn of the last century
scrapbook. Includes covers and entires from all over the world. Great to view a holding like this that is in its original collection from
two generations back. Personal inspection of the handful of Thurn and Taxis folded letters will be especially valuable in forming a
productive bid.
S.B. 500.00
German Areas Small group of around 500 pieces of mainly postal stationery from around the sphere of German influence. All
eras represented, but well over 75% are from 1905-1938. No propaganda cards. A mixture of 60% unused to 35% used with the rest
covers or postal stationery from really unrelated areas. The best are the dozens of up rated postal cards 1920-1924. Offered to interest
many bidders.
S.B. 100.00
Germany-Fredersdorf Nine different 3rd Reich postalcards with “FM” overprints. One with faults o/w F-VF scarce group.
S.B. 140.00
Germany-Meissen Eight different postalcards. All Hitler types overprinted “Deutschlands Verderber” (Germanys destroyer). Couple
with faults. Scarce group.
S.B. 140.00
Indonesia Accumulation from 1946 to 1991 in a medium box. Over 300 FDCs, covers, and postal stationery offering a cornucopia
of Indonesian postal history, Some material has toning or soiling from storage or age which does not distract from this unusual selection.
S.B. 300.00
Ireland Folded letter cover accumulation from 1793 to 1868 in a pizza size box from a long-closed South Side stamp store. Comprises
around forty covers already identified and priced (old pricing) by a knowledgeable owner. Also included but not in the count are fifteen
“front” covers. If you like Irish postal history viewing this lot will be enjoyable.
S.B. 250.00
Italy Cover assortment in a pizza-size box. Consists of seventeen used Venetian AQ sheets from the first form of postal stationery
used anywhere in the world. Produced from 1608-1797 using different postmaster names for differentiation of dates. Includes smiling
lion, female, lion, retouches, and worn widen die varieties. Sheets have stains and some small tears from age or storage. Also entails
fourteen stampless covers from 1779 to 1872 and a Socialist Republic 1945 cover mailed two days after the liberation of Pavia by the
US Army.
S.B. 270.00
Poland-General Government Accumulation of nine items, mostly covers or stationary. Two items are the anchor which are a multi
censored cover that took about five years to deliver and a postal card from the Warsaw Ghetto with the boxed “JUDENRAT WARSAW”
marking.
S.B. 250.00
South Africa And Southwest Africa cover assortment from 1932 to 1961 in a pizza-size box. Over fifty First Flight, FDCs, event,
and commercial covers. About ½ half are First Flights. An interesting selection that needs to be viewed.
S.B. 150.00
Sweden Selection in two cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of FDCs, commercial covers, first flights, ships, postal stationery, postcards
and maxim cards in binders and albums from the 1840s to the 1990s. Good selection of Swedish postal history which was assembled
S.B. 300.00
by the collector who really appreciated it. A smorgasbord to ponder.
Ukraine Fascinating covers from 1839 to 1915. Owner’s count of 49 covers mounted on pages in a binder mostly already identified in
English for town cancels and for towns where the covers were addressed. Condition varies so inspection recommended. S.B. 150.00

GENERAL FOREIGN COVER ACCUMULATIONS
506 /FDC Worldwide accumulation in eight cartons from a long-closed South Side stamp store. Over 5,000 mostly common but interesting
FDCs, commercial covers, and postal stationery running from the early 20th Century to the 1980s. Spotted Germany, Israel, Philippines,
Scandinavia, Vatican City, and British colonies. Tailor made for a dollar bargain table.
S.B. 950.00
507

Old dealer’s stock of around 600 covers, cards, and postal stationery. Only a few US to spoil the International flavor. The majority
are pre 1960 commercial mail with better than average variety of countries and usages. A few FDCs and modern. Huge owner’s marked
retail in the sleeved and ready to go stock. Easily sorted, or as it stands in a 2/3 off offering of easy sellers.
S.B. 750.00
508 /FDC Outstanding mainly Europa selection from 1956 to 2014 in six cartons from the “Europa” estate. Thousands of cacheted clean
FDCs. Many of the contemporary covers from the 1990s to end were purchased as released by the previous owner at an enormous new
issue price. Also includes many oversized FDCs having souvenir sheets. Compliments the Europa mint stamp lot in the topical section
of this auction. One of the nicest holdings of these topical FDCs that were have offered in quite some time. A money maker on the
internet or at a bourse.
S.B. 500.00
509 /FDC Worldwide assortment from the 1870s to the 1990s in three cartons from a long-closed South Side stamp store. Contains nearly
2,000 FDCs, commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards. Roughly half of this holding are from Ireland having a preponderance
of mostly common FDCs. Also entails Western Europe including Germany and Great Britain as well as British colonies. Great material
for a dollar table.
S.B. 375.00
510 /FDC Captivating worldwide accumulation in a medium box. Roughly 300 commercial covers, FDCs, and postal stationery from the 1890s
to 1990. Good representative from Germany, Switzerland, France, Canada, and Mexico. Searching might reveal some intriguing postal
history.
S.B. 350.00
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